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COMMENT

Trevor Nash, Editor

Bearing fruit
I/ITSEC 2017 in Orlando was remarkable
for a number of reasons, not least of which
was the advancement of certain key
technologies that help to shape the delivery
of training to the warfighter.
Operation Blended Warrior (OBW) was
notable for the involvement of a number of
non-US industry members, but in many
ways the real I-LVC event was that
conducted by CAE and Rockwell Collins.
This demonstration showed how industry
can work together to deliver a robust and
workable training solution for the military. Of
course, OBW has done that in the past, but
previous LVC demonstrations seem to have
been more about proving conceptual theories
than showcasing a practical way of training.

High-profile developments
The CAE/Rockwell Collins effort clearly
showed the practical benefits of I-LVC
and in doing so, became an important
milestone in the evolution of its enabling
technologies. Using different databases
and computer-generated forces within a
four-level cyber-secure environment to
depict a coherent and believable scenario,
this demonstration showed the military the
real benefits of I-LVC.
When combined with the work being
undertaken by Cubic Global Defense and
the Air Force Research Laboratory on
Project SLATE (Secure LVC Advanced
Training Environment), and the continuing
profile given to I-LVC by OBW, I/ITSEC 2017
may be considered as the launch pad for
the meaningful acceleration of capabilities
in this area.
WWW.MILTRAINSIM.COM
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The high profile of I-LVC over recent
years has led many companies to claim
such a capability, but, to quote one
middle-ranking USMC officer: ‘Just
because we can, should we?’ This
highlights the need to weed out the ‘geewhiz’ technologies unless they clearly
support the overall training objective.
As well as the technical aspect of I-LVC,
the CAE/Rockwell Collins demonstration
also highlighted another increasing trend
within the industry: collaboration.
Gene Colabatistto, CAE’s group
president of defence and security, told
MTSN: ‘That collaboration is key to
success in our industry, and we continue
to look for partnerships where they might
benefit both parties.’
Like I-LVC, augmented reality (AR) is
being touted as the answer to all our
training delivery prayers. Again, this
technology is still in its relative infancy, but
one demonstration at I/ITSEC showed a
practical and, more importantly perhaps,
productionised benefit.
Saab Training had been looking at AR
for a number of years to enhance its
laser-based tactical engagement
simulation offering. Initially opting for a
HoloLens but finding issues with the
robustness of the device in the field, the
company has now adopted a tablet or
mobile telephone solution.
The We:Are device allows exercise
umpires, so-called observer controllers
(OCs), to view such things as the effects of
artillery fire missions as a virtual overlay on
the real-world scene. With We:Are, the OCs

In the next issue
• Image generation
• UAV training
• Simulator upgrades
• Laser-based tactical
engagement
can also see virtual map markings and
computer-generated assets to assist them
in making the correct decision to enhance
the reality of the exercise.
In theory then, We:Are is not only an AR
tool but also carries out an I-LVC function
as well.

To project or not project
A further area of technology that
continues to evolve is that found in
projection systems. More players have
emerged in the market over recent years
as the technological barriers to entry
have reduced. 4K resolution projection
systems are now commonplace and
companies are now talking about 8K
devices, although their presence is yet to
influence the mainstream.
Another futuristic technology being
discussed at I/ITSEC was the creation of
curved LED displays that would herald the
end of the projector. Perhaps this concept
has a long way to go but the fact that it is
being talked about today means that with
sufficient R&D funding such approaches
might bear fruit in the years to come.

▪
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NEWS

RAAF restructures C-130J training organisation
A 285 Squadron instructor pilot in
the RAAF’s C-130J Full Flight Mission
Simulator. (Photo: Trevor Nash)

The Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) has
disbanded its C-130J training unit in a
major restructure of its Hercules training
organisation (see MTSN May/June 2016).
The service disbanded 285 Squadron
at RAAF Richmond on 8 December, and
training will now transition to 37 Squadron,
the service’s operational C-130J unit at
Richmond, and the co-located Air Mobility
Training and Development Unit (AMTDU).
‘When 285 Squadron was formed [in
August 1999], it was responsible for
training air and ground crews for three
different aircraft: the Boeing 707, C-130H
and C-130J Hercules. But as it was really
only providing air and ground crew training
for the latter now, the next logical step

was to bring it back into the 37 Squadron
organisation,’ explained Grp Capt Paul
Long, commanding officer (CO) of 84 Wing.
This has meant a net loss of two senior
billets (CO and executive officer), but dayto-day training will otherwise continue
without change.
‘It’s the same people conducting the
training, sitting at the same desks and
performing the same role, but they are
now reporting to the CO of 37 Squadron
and ultimately to me. Apart from that, it
is business as usual,’ Long added.
‘The CO of 37 Squadron now has greater
ownership of the C-130J training and this
brings the training system into line with
other squadrons within Air Mobility Group.’

UK UBVT gains FOC
The British Army’s Unit Based Virtual
Training (UBVT) system designed by
NSC has achieved full operational
capability (FOC), following the
completion of a series of events that
demonstrated the system’s proficiency
to collectively train troops in a realistic
synthetic environment.
Available to all regular and reserve
units, UBVT will provide virtual training
to the army until 2020. It immerses
soldiers in high-fidelity terrains
featuring authentic equipment, and
enables units to practise fire and
manoeuvre, C2 and TTPs in preparation

4

for live training opportunities and
operational deployments.
Recent examples of the system’s
deployment include rifle and fire
support companies from 1st Battalion,
the Royal Welsh working alongside a
reconnaissance platoon to practise
combined arms manoeuvres in a complex,
European-style battlespace, and a
squadron from the Royal Tank Regiment
conducting training and mastering new
doctrine before being deployed on an
overseas exercise.
The system uses the UK MoD’s VBS3based Defence Virtual Simulation
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He also said that 84 Wing dedicates a
number of C-130J airframes for training
every day, and this will remain the case.
‘The training requirement hasn’t changed,
and the same number of assets will be
allocated to training each day.’
‘AMTDU has also picked up some generic
aircrew training courses, but again it will be
the same people performing the same
training,’ Long continued. However, he
confirmed that the new system will be
reviewed in early 2018, and any necessary
adjustments made after that time.
‘It is under constant review, and the key
milestone will be in the first quarter of next
year, when the physical outcomes of the
move have been identified,’ he said.
‘Then, when the training cycle begins
in earnest, any minor adjustment of
personnel will be made as part of that
normal review cycle.’
Commander of the Air Mobility Group, Air
Cdre Richard Lennon, said 285 Squadron
had played a critical role in training the
RAAF’s air mobility workforce for more than
18 years: ‘Its creation coincided with new
simulator technology that released many
real aircraft from the need to conduct
flying training, and allowed them to fly on
operational tasks.’
By Nigel Pittaway, Melbourne

provided by Bohemia Interactive
Simulations and is run on a network of
laptop computers. Trainees are able to
communicate via headsets and an
emulation of the army’s Platform
Battlefield Information Systems
application. It is delivered by NSC as a
managed service.
UBVT is said to require minimal
logistical support and allows tents,
vehicles, classrooms and hangars to
be transformed into training venues.
NSC said that it ‘uses a comprehensive
progression and exercise management
system that can track collective
training achievements and provide
objective evidence for after-action
review activities’.
By Claire Apthorp, London
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NEWS

Singapore develops C2 tool for wargames
The Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) and the
country’s Defence Science and Technology
Agency (DSTA) have completed their
collaboration to develop a networked
C2 training system dedicated to Forging
Sabre, a joint exercise between
Singaporean air and land forces in the US.
Forging Sabre 2017 was an SAF
integrated strike exercise involving a suite
of sense and strike assets from the
Republic of Singapore Air Force and the

Singapore Army, according to the
Singapore MoD. It was held at Luke AFB
in Arizona, and around 600 SAF personnel
took part.
Development of the C2 training system
began in 2009, and it was improved
through input from operators and
technical developments in software and
military hardware.
One key feature is the real-time ground
situation picture that overlays Heron 1 UAV

Ground crew await the return
of a Heron UAV. (Photo: USAF)

Qinetiq-led team to bid for JFST project
Qinetiq, Inzpire and Close Air Solutions have
signed a collaboration agreement to bid
for the UK MoD’s Training and Simulation
Systems Programme Joint Fires Synthetic
Training (JFST) project.
The bid will be led by Qinetiq, which will
serve as the systems integrator, while Inzpire
will provide the training management team.
Close Air Solutions will deliver accredited joint
fires simulators and associated support.
The team will offer a classroom- and
simulator-based system that will combine
a number of battlefield scenarios. Multiple
sites will be networked across the UK and,
in the future, with foreign partners.
The system will incorporate individual
and collective training on how to control
and coordinate naval, air and land
weapon systems.
The project is expected to reach full
operating capability by 2020.
WWW.MILTRAINSIM.COM
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‘We have over nine years of experience
in delivering collective synthetic training,
including our hugely successful work with
Inzpire on the Distributed Synthetic Air Land
Training capability at RAF Waddington,’ said
Paul Hearn, business development director
at Qinetiq.
‘As training requirements evolve, we
are pleased to be working with Close Air
Solutions to leverage their additional
experience and innovation in joint fires,’
he continued. ‘Our commitment to this
partnership is part of Qinetiq’s strategy to
collaborate with other innovators, assembling
the best possible teams to understand and
solve customers’ specific challenges.’
While the Qinetiq team is understood
by MTSN to be a strong contender for the
project, it is not known which other bidders
are currently in the running for consideration.
By Claire Apthorp, London

footage on static maps with a geographical
information system showing data such
as road names and building types. Video
analytics are then applied to derive target
locations automatically onto the integrated
map. Previously, UAV video feeds had
no intelligence information as they were
displayed on two distinct screens and data
was manually correlated.
Users can opt between a UAV feed over
a static map, where the product video
rotates along with the UAV imagery, or
vice versa where the video is fixed and
oriented northwards.
‘Current market solutions are sometimes
closed [architecture] and could not be
seamlessly integrated with SAF C2 systems,
as well as with additional layers like
weapon effects,’ said Loke Ee Foong, DSTA
development programme manager for C4I.
The DSTA has also rolled out new
battlefield damage assessment video
analytics technology. ‘The computer, with
the aid of artificial intelligence, was able
to study and learn the style of the bomb
drop, explosion patterns, etc. The system
is able to determine the bomb’s impact
point and distance from the target, and
allow the command post to quantify if the
strike is a success,’ Loke explained.
With quicker decision-making, the
command post can now quickly determine
the next course of action, thus maintaining
operational tempo.
The exercise command post has
expanded from 98 to 110 personnel this
year, with the inclusion of army assets
and added complexity.
The C2 element can also be modular
to include the Army Warfare Simulation
System, to factor land campaigns into
the exercise scenario without the need
for hardware and resources such as tanks
to be physically deployed.
Based on the performance and accuracy
of these systems in exercises, Loke said
the SAF would then consider whether they
can be used operationally.
By Chen Chuanren, Phoenix

For more news, visit
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3D Perception delivers Northstar visual
display to Lockheed Martin for UKMFTS
Projection display specialist 3D Perception
has now delivered its Northstar visual
display to Lockheed Martin Rotary and
Mission Systems (RMS) and completed
factory acceptance testing.
Northstar has been integrated on a
Lockheed simulator for the Beechcraft T-6C
aircraft (pictured), which is being supplied
as part of the UK’s Military Flight Training
System (MFTS) fixed-wing contract award.
The fixed-wing portion sees Affinity, a
joint venture between KBR and Elbit,
supplying ten T-6Cs for basic flying training.
Other elements of the programme include
the Phenom 100 and Grob 120TP aircraft
that will be used for multi-engine and ab
initio flight training respectively.
The system will be installed at RAF Valley
in Anglesey, North Wales, and will be ready
for use in mid-2018. The T-6C simulator sits
in a 6x6m area.
The device features a 270°(horizontal) x
120°(vertical) FOV dome display with 13

Photo: Textron Aviation

Northstar WQXGA projectors. This resolution
equates to 2,560x1,600px. These highbrightness projectors use 3D Perception’s
anti-smearing technology for clarity during
high-energy manoeuvres to achieve ‘an outof-the-cockpit view that is as close to reality
as possible’, according to the company.
Edge blending, auto-alignment and
colour matching are managed by the
company’s WarpSync and ChromaSync
sensor systems that communicate with

the projectors through the nBox processor
to make automatic corrections.
The projection system is night vision
google-capable, although it is not thought
that the UK MoD will use that technology in
the short term.
Last year saw 3D Perception celebrate
its 20th anniversary. Since its formation,
the company has fielded over 10,000
visual channels.
By Trevor Nash, Orlando

Brazil renews MASA SWORD contract
The Brazilian Army has renewed its
software maintenance contract with
MASA after four years of training
command staff using the company’s
SWORD constructive training system.
The service has also decided to
extend the deployment of licences
chosen to improve its simulation
offering for its officers.
‘This means they could expand
into new use cases for the simulation
to include training, education and
operational research,’ Marco Blasich,
MASA sales manager for Latin America
and US markets, told MTSN.
‘This has not yet been decided by
the army,’ he added.
The Brazilian Army first selected
MASA SWORD in 2013. According to the
OEM, the service was seeking its first
commercial system, which would be able

6

A MASA SWORD exercise at Santa Maria.
(Photo: MASA)

to adapt and develop as quickly as
operational requirements and soldiers’
equipment changed. However, funding
difficulties prevented its widespread
adoption. The renewal of the maintenance
contract has been agreed on an annual
basis for the next five years.
COTER, the Brazilian Army’s land
operations organisation, which runs the
Command Staff Training Centre in Santa
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Maria, was responsible for the selection
process of SWORD.
I/ITSEC 2017 saw COTER take part in
the Viking 18 demonstration by remotely
connecting the COMBATER platform
from Brazil to a simulation scenario
organised by the Swedish Army in
conjunction with Pitch Technologies.
‘MASA has always been involved
in the Viking exercise, and Brazil’s
involvement is one more reason for us
to be [at I/ITSEC],’ said Blasich.
Earlier in 2017, the company
launched MASA do Brasil, a subsidiary in
Rio de Janeiro, to ensure it could provide
immediate support to the army and civil
defence customers. MASA said that this
move ensures that it can work closely
with the service as it develops more
training scenarios and requirements.
By Beth Maundrill, Orlando
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DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

The visualisation triad of image generator, database and
display system remains as vital today as ever. With technology
improving display fidelity rapidly, MTSN explores the effects of
this continued evolution. By Dr Joetey Attariwala

T

he art of creating an immersive
simulation environment is achieved
through the incorporation of an
amalgam of scientifically designed
components. Simply stated, new and future
systems will consist of advanced image
generators (IGs) and high-density databases
coalescing to form what appears to the user
as a live-action picture.
Traditionally, trainees interacted with that
image via cathode-ray tube collimation or

projection onto a screen. More recently, the
use of head-mounted displays (HMDs) has
taken this live action and interplay to a new
level of realism in the learning environment.
This article will break down some of the
more innovative and critical building blocks
in technologies used in projection, and
some of the major companies operating in
this space.
Projection is extremely technical, so some
fundamentals need to be outlined. There are

two basic types of technology used in
systems today: DLP and LCoS.

The basics
DLP-based projectors can have either a
lamp, LED, laser-phosphor or lasers as
the light source whereas LCoS-based
projectors only use lamp, laser-phosphor
or lasers. Both of these projector systems
have traditionally used lamp-based
illumination. However, government and
commercial demand for getting more
durable realism for reduced investment
has driven technology forward in some
exciting ways.
‘These disruptive technologies are
proving to deliver better brightness and
optical clarity at nearly all levels of device
deliveries,’ said Dr James J Frey, an
industry-wide expert in the modernisation
of learning systems at Aero Simulation
Inc. ‘They are better both in 3D effects
and near-horizon accuracy, cheaper

PROJECTION
PERFECTION
The Coalescence mixed reality
system requires an HMD to
merge the trainee’s realworld view with a synthetic
environment. (Image:
Rockwell Collins)
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DISPLAY SOLUTIONS
sustainability, actual hands-off alignment
monitoring and correction, and, of course,
the lower overall cost of ownership which
our clients demand and need.’
Improvements to learning are gained in
better colour performance, with LED and
laser-phosphor providing a broader gamut
than older illumination systems. Not often
appreciated at the time of purchase, there is
also a significant heating, ventilation and air
conditioning demand difference between
LED and older systems – especially in
confined spaces.
Several dozen large hot bulbs have
the ability to heat up a small room,
making use and hands-on maintenance
conditions less than optimal. Under
current technology limitations, larger
simulation projectors do not yet use
lasers directly – although this has been
tried in the past – due to cost and
speckle issues. So, when laser light
sources are mentioned in the context of a
simulation projector, this generally refers
to laser-phosphor illuminators.
Naturally, there are pros and cons to
each approach. In general, DLP has the
lowest cost of ownership, especially when
using LED as the illumination source. In
such cases, a mean time of 100,000h
is possible before panels or LED light
sources fail.

A downside to DLP, however, is that its
native contrast is only 2,000:1, which is not
ideal for night and night vision goggle (NVG)
training. Native resolution is also less than
LCoS. In layman’s terms, you just cannot
get the dark, dark enough.
Turning to LCoS, these projectors have
a very high native contrast, typically over
20,000:1, so this technology looks better
for night and night vision goggle scenes.
This technology is also more conducive
to higher resolution panels – native 8K
panels already exist for LCoS today.
Unlike DLP, the LCoS panels themselves
are expensive consumables and need
replacement every 10,000-20,000h.
DLP and LCoS imaging technologies bring
various performance characteristics to the
table and in many cases the application is
driven through customer requirements.
This typically results in products that are
cost-effective and have the highest native
resolution possible.

Reflecting success
Another factor to consider in projection is
the ability to cast images onto a surface by
way of mirror reflection, meaning the quality
of the projection depends on the quality of
the mirror(s) used.
One company involved in this area
is Texas-based Displays & Optical

Not all virtual display systems use projectors or HMDs. Flat screens can also be used as in this P-8
maintenance trainer. (Photo: Boeing)
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Technologies Inc (DOTI), a manufacturer
of optical-quality mirrors for the
simulation display market. The company’s
area of expertise is in the production of
outsize collimating and planar mirrors,
with their products used in flight
simulators for the F-16, F-22, F-35, AH-64
and UH-60.
At I/ITSEC 2017, DOTI debuted what is
claimed to be the largest collimating mirror
currently being manufactured in the flight
simulation industry – 65° vertical FOV by
42° horizontal FOV, in an 11ft radius
configuration. By publicly proving its
capability in this size category, DOTI has
been awarded a contract to build glass
collimating mirrors for two undisclosed
visual systems. The company is also now
in negotiations for a variety of follow-on
work based on the aforementioned award.
Monty MaGill, president and owner of
the company, said: ‘DOTI invested in its
own tooling for 11 foot radius mirror
components with a vertical FOV capability
greater than ever previously
manufactured. With the feedback we
received from I/ITSEC, it is our intent
to further increase our manufacturing
capacity. Our team will continue to make
advances in size and performance so that
we keep up with the latest technologies in
IG and projection systems.’
Barco, acknowledged as one of the
leaders in projector technology, offers the
broadest line of models designed for
simulation applications, ranging from its
compact F22- and F50-series to the latest
F70 and FS70 line with high-resolution (HR)
and Barco Pulse electronics.
At last year’s I/ITSEC event, Barco
projectors, such as the F70, were used
by 15 different companies across the
show floor, enabling them to showcase
their solutions. The Barco booth also
previewed a new FL40 concept, which will
deliver a higher level of performance
using a combination of Pulse electronics
with HR DLP technology and the latest
LED illumination.
‘The FL40 display received an incredibly
positive reception from leading designers
and operators in the military and
commercial simulation industry. This shows
that we are committed to developing new
display technology and leading the way in
the evolution of displays for simulation and
WWW.MILTRAINSIM.COM
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DISPLAY SOLUTIONS
the future. Industry must therefore educate
clients between the trade-off required
between the two – DLP is usually a lowercost option, but LCoS tends to be better for
night-scene quality and raw resolution.

Heads up

The Rockwell Collins SX45 SimEye is a rugged,
high-resolution HMD. (Photo: Rockwell Collins)

training,’ explained Dave Fluegeman,
director of simulation at Barco.
Esterline Simulation Visual Systems
(SVS), associated with Barco as a supplier
of the SIM 7 and SIM 10 projectors that
are manufactured by the latter company,
designs, manufactures and installs
complete display systems.
‘2017 was a pivotal year for Esterline SVS
as we deployed the latest evolution of our
industry-leading visual systems. Our direct
projection, rear projection and collimated
displays… continue to address our
customers’ acquisition and total cost of
ownership priorities while optimising visual
performance,’ said Mark Saturno, president
of Esterline.
3D Perception offered its insight by
stating that the march in projection has
been towards improvements in resolution,
brightness and contrast. ‘It’s very likely
that this trend will continue,’ said Knut
Krogstad, company co-founder and CEO.
‘Projectors will also become smaller and
require less maintenance. Solid-state
technologies such as improved LED
illumination will contribute to this. For the
longer term, new and improved display
technologies will emerge, including
improved HMD, possibly also field-of-light
Displays, and other new technologies.’
There is not yet a clearly dominating
technology in this evolving market. Both
DLP and LCoS will likely continue well into
WWW.MILTRAINSIM.COM
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HMD systems are based on flat-panel
screens and therefore do not use projection
technology. Nonetheless, HMDs have
come a long way within the training and
simulation industry in terms of their efficacy
in displaying a picture in which trainees can
immerse themselves. The strength of HMD
technology for training is its lower cost,
smaller footprint and transportability.
In most current cases, the use of HMD is
focused on entry-level and individual skills
training. It is also well-suited for specialpurpose trainers where there is no need for
a physical cockpit or instrument panel.
‘Many of our military pilot clients require
training in skill sets involving realism in
visualisation and task saturation,’ said Frey.
‘Situational awareness, close air support,
hazard avoidance, gauge monitoring, and
delicate stick skills in operations like
refuelling or formation flight do not require
switches and knobs. They need flight
controls and good proprioceptive feedback
[sound, vibrations, visualisation].
‘This does not require expensive full
cockpits. We often find ourselves trying to
help customers understand they can do
more with less, get more training and
learning for less cost, and maintain safe
currency with training systems which put
pilots and aircrew into the scene rather
than into a cockpit.’
While it appears to be a hard argument
to make, HMD technologies can put
trainees into a simulation where their eyes
are seeing the correct reactions from the
aircraft and surrounding environment.
Frey explained in a paper at I/ITSEC that
if one couples this with simplified but
accurate flight controls and pedals, this
results in a low-cost, high-use learning
system ‘that could fold and fit onto a
single pallet and be deployed worldwide.’
During refuelling operations, for example,
the pilot’s main skill sets involve only ‘sticks
and visuals’. This is the value of HMD in
a nutshell. Some contend that more
advanced applications will continue to rely
on complex displays using projection, while

others see HMDs employing blended reality
as the next evolution in training and
learning solutions.
The commercial market is making
advances in virtual reality (VR), augmented
reality (AR), and mixed reality (MR) using
HMD. However, the big unknown is whether
the performance will get to the point to
where these can displace traditional outthe-window projection systems.

Mission preparation
AVT Simulation’s Combined Aircrew Mission
Trainer (CAMTT) ‘is able to provide US Army
aviators effective training in a low-cost,
high-fidelity device across multiple
platforms, including the AH-64, using HMD
combined with other display technologies,’
said Kyle Crooks, president of AVT. ‘HMD
is a little understood, but highly capable
technology for air and ground training
tasks,’ he added.
CAMTT combines actual aircraft
equipment, touchscreens and 4k displays
with HMD technology. Ground troop
trainers, like the US Army’s Dismounted
Soldier Training System (DSTS), also use
HMDs as an effective way to immerse
trainees in a virtual environment at a
fraction of the cost of other solutions.
DSTS was showcased in the US Army
Reserve Best Warrior competition as one
of the ways ahead for mounted and
dismounted training.
Rockwell Collins has more than 50 years
of experience in simulation and developing
a variety of training systems. For example,
in the F-35 programme, pilots frequently
train with the company’s HMD system, the
most advanced of its kind, according to
Rockwell Collins.
The company has recently fielded a
proprietary technology that allows
personnel to train in blended or mixed
environments. Using COTS elements,
Rockwell Collins has developed its
Coalescence MR system, which merges
the trainee’s real-world view with a
synthetic environment.
The software tracks and responds
appropriately with pop-up menus,
interactive visual feedback (like over-laid
wiring diagrams), or tool selection and
maintenance procedure tools. Since the
system allows trainees to work with actual
equipment, the MR training provides
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haptic feedback, which is crucial to a
positive learning experience.
‘With Coalescence we took COTS HMD
technology and coupled that with high-end
computational solutions that we
developed. We solved some of the key
problems industry was struggling with and
some latency issues,’ said Nick Scarnato,
director of strategic development at
Rockwell Collins.
‘With our solution, we have the ability
to mix the virtual world with real human
hands – not an avatar, but real hands, so
you can have tactile feel and the ability to
manipulate objects that are real in your
scene, and everything else could be virtual.
That allows us to immerse the student in a
semi-virtual environment that is as close to
the real world as you can get.’
The modular design of the Coalescence
system also enables the use of different
HMDs and synthetic environments.
According to Rockwell Collins, elements
can easily be changed based on user
requirements, or on the availability of
newer technologies, without causing
significant integration issues.
The company also recently announced
that the US Army has selected its SimEye
HMD to be used within its Aviation
Combined Arms Tactical Trainer (AVCATT)
systems. The latter provides unit,
collective and combined air-to-ground

training for AH-64, UH-60, CH-47 and
UH-72 aircrews. The OEM will provide
over 300 of these next-generation HMDs
in addition to the 200+ that have already
been delivered on that programme.

Flying the HMD flag?
Another strong proponent of HMD
technology for training is RaceRocks 3D,
headquartered in Victoria, Canada. The
company’s CEO, Scott Dewis, believes that
the future of simulation is in virtual and
mixed reality via COTS HMDs for a number
of reasons.
He posits that the consumer video game
market is a $108 billion industry that is
investing heavily in VR/AR/MR technologies
and that these investments will drive
exponential growth, outpacing defence in
price and quality. Secondly, he believes
stereoscopic displays with HMD offer depth
perception that is critical to operations such
as helicopter long lining and hoisting, naval
davit operation and soldier gunnery
training, to name but a few.
Another factor, is increased retention:
‘If you look at a picture of a person, you
may recognise that person from the front,
but if you meet the person in 3D, your
mind draws a staccato point cloud model
that allows you to recognise them from all
angles – mixed reality will allow that,’
said Dewis.

Boeing’s Constant Resolution Visual Display uses JVC’s 4k projectors. (Photo: Boeing)
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He added that although it may take time
for AR/VR/MR devices to reach FAA Level D
certification, there is a growing trend to give
trainees only the minimum required time in
expensive equipment and simulators, so
any part-task assignments that can be
accomplished to get people ready to
complete training within minimum hours
will reduce costs.
It is for these reasons that RaceRocks 3D
has been using COTS game engines and
HMDs to train the crew of the Royal
Canadian Navy’s new Resolve-class auxiliary
oil replenishment ship, and is involved in a
number of R&D projects that are looking to
develop low-cost simulators based on
commercial game engines coupled with
HMDs for MR part-task training of flight and
ground operations.
With all this said, things are not yet
perfect. One negative aspect of HMDs is
that they cannot be worn for long periods
of time without causing head and neck
fatigue, sometimes nausea, and close-lightinduced eye strain. These aspects are
being continually improved and it is not
unreasonable to believe HMDs will become
as innocuous as a pair of eyeglasses in the
very near future.
Some users struggle with innovation
altogether, but as with all disruptive
technologies, if the experts are to be
believed, HMDs are on target to overcome
the naysayers’ detractions and become a
mainstay over the next 20 years.
There is an argument that we need to
have a larger instantaneous FOV (the same
as the human eye), much higher resolution
and much better infinity optics to advance
the technology for training applications.
Even given these requirements, the main
advantage of HMDs remains that they are
inexpensive to design, buy and maintain,
and can (in some cases) deliver the same
benefits of a full cockpit, as stated above,
without the overheads of buying and
maintaining one.
New projection technologies, either
alone or combined with HMDs, are
certainly going to change the face of
training system acquisitions and delivery
in the years to come. The fact is that
developments occur at a rapid rate and
what requires an expensive display today,
may be accomplished on a lower-cost
device tomorrow. ■
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Meggitt has recently launched its FATS
300MIL, which provides a 300° horizontal
immersive training environment. (Image:
Meggitt Training Systems)

AND ABLE
Soldier readiness is a growing
concern for many militaries
as budget constraints limit
field training. Enter the virtual
small arms trainer, which
is increasingly used to
prevent vital skills such
as marksmanship and
judgement being neglected.
By Alice Budge

T

he combined effect of falling budgets
and rapid technological advances
has breathed new life into the VSAT
market which is offering an ever more
efficient means of training at the individual
and collective levels.
Emerging technologies have enabled
the development of new systems that
provide more realistic scenario training,
WWW.MILTRAINSIM.COM
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give detailed analytical feedback and are
easily portable. This has expanded the
remit of what a VSAT can offer militaries;
the latest systems offer a wide range of
skills practice including marksmanship,
judgement, shoot/no-shoot, tactical and
collaboration training.

Major boon
Live-fire sessions remain the only means of
qualifying all soldiers who undergo small
arms training, but virtual systems are
cutting the time needed on the range,
thereby providing significant cost savings
for militaries.
As the equipment continues to make use
of COTS components, hardware is getting
smaller and therefore improving portability.
Systems can now be deployed to those who
require them, delivering accurate capability
at the point of need. This, in turn, lessens
the time and financial burdens that arise
when units are transported to regional
training centres.

Nevertheless, the pace of developmental
advances is raising new challenges for an
industry that continues to operate under
long acquisition time frames. Exploiting
new technology fully and ensuring it is
developed appropriately – enhancing rather
than distracting from training objectives –
is essential.
Improvements in cognitive neuroscience
that will offer an insight into how the brain
learns and responds in different scenarios is
likely to have a greater effect on how virtual
small arms training is performed than
technologies such as virtual reality (VR).
Advances in software engineering – many
of which have been fuelled by the gaming
industry – and the ability to accurately
map areas around the globe, have led to
a revolution in the definition and realism
of virtual terrains. For example, Bohemia
Interactive Simulations (BISim) has
developed VBS Blue IG, a 3D whole-earth
image generator designed for use in
collective and individual training
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scenarios. The visualisation software
enables users to train in environments
created from real-world data from satellite
images and high-resolution terrain mapping.
John Givens, president of BISim, believes
that providing military customers with an
expansive selection of geo-specific and
accurate terrain data is essential for
effective scenario training. He also stressed
the importance of enabling the end user to
build their own, mission-specific scenarios
easily. ‘If they don’t have control of the
situation or scenario, or are not able to drop
themselves in the exact area of occupation
that they are about to deploy to, then the
problem is they will have to learn on the fly,’
he explained.

Burgeoning market
The ability to create and amend highdefinition virtual scenarios based on the
terrain from any region of the world is hugely
valuable for situational awareness training
of soldiers, who can hone their responses
and prepare for area-specific threats.
The US Army’s Engagement Skills Trainer
II (EST II), developed by Meggitt Training
Systems, offers a user-friendly tool to
enable custom-built scenarios. ‘We have a
video authoring tool as part of the system,’
said Michael Paulk, director of virtual
systems at the company. ‘It is intuitive. You
can go in and edit and create videos to
make them your own. We don’t want a
standardised video library that is applicable

for everyone because that is not real. Our
tool allows you to view, film and edit locally,
and then load that onto your system and
train from it.’
Responding to a clear market demand for
increased realism and a more immersive
experience, Meggitt recently released its
FATS300 product, a move Paulk admitted
was long overdue. ‘There was a need
for that market that we had relatively
dismissed until recently… Our FATS100
system can provide the training you need
for judgement, but obviously the customer
has said the 300° trainer is definitely a
better platform. It is better suited for the
escalation or de-escalation use of force
environment,’ he said.
The demand from armed forces for a
five-sided immersive trainer stems from
the desire to increase scenario realism,
beyond image quality, to include the
sounds and distractions that would
exist in the field. ‘I can put on surround
sounds. There are distractors. I can make
it a very chaotic environment, which lends
[itself] to very realistic judgemental
training,’ Paulk explained.
FATS300 is just the latest immersive
trainer to enter the VSAT market, with
VirTra’s V-300 platform proving successful
after it announced at ITEC 2017 that
13 systems have been ordered by an
undisclosed Middle East customer.
A single VSAT solution can offer training
opportunities that focus on developing a

wide range of skills and mission objectives.
While a live-fire range provides a realistic
experience of handling the weapon, the
inability to role play different scenarios limits
the scope of skills that can be trained.
Making targets unpredictable and
irregular is a significant benefit delivered
by VSAT, providing significantly more
marksmanship challenges than at a live-fire
range, where targets are often presented in
regular patterns and positions.

Pushing limits
Responses and decision-making under
stress can be further tested by simulating
weapon faults and ammunition
shortages. ‘The instructor can actually
cause malfunctions. They can cause the
weapon to jam; they can cause it to
overheat,’ Patrick Pongracz, business
development assistant at Laser Shot
Simulations, explained.
For marksmanship skills training, this
feature enables the simulation to be
adapted across ability levels, from the
basics of marksmanship, weapons handling
and target acquisition to more complex
scenarios, in which shooters can fine-tune
their response times and shoot/don’t shoot
decision-making skills.
Project ATISS, developed by Re-LiON for
the Royal Netherlands Army, will deliver
such a training environment. Described by
the company’s CEO, Chris Haarmeijer, as a
‘virtual shoot house’, the system, which is

VSATs do not replace live
firing, but better prepare
soldiers for the experience.
(Photo: UK MoD)
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weapon, the trigger pull,
due to be fielded in
how many rounds you fired,
FY2018 or FY2019,
how long [elapsed]
projects virtual targets
between each pull and
onto a wall. ‘It is based
what the response times
on voice activation [and]
were. Then [we can say]
aiming, and will be a lot
“Let’s look at all of this
more interactive than what
company. Let’s look at this
has been possible up to
battalion,”’ he explained.
now,’ he said.
To collect such extensive
As the technology that
data, sensors are installed
enables VSATs to be
within the replica weapon.
networked continues to
Saab’s SAVIT VSAT was acquired when the company bought Czech developer
E-COM in 2011. (Photo: Saab)
These are used to track the
mature, the traditional role
system, record the actions
of small arms trainers is
instant, accurate data relating to the
of the trainee and enhance the fidelity of the
expanding. The ability to perform
trainee’s stance, weapon handling and
weapon. They also deliver the simulator’s
collaborative exercises with other units
aiming offers the possibility to greatly
ability to engage moving targets accurately.
spread across different service branches
enhance the effect of each session.
Despite the huge leaps in software
or geographical locations is now a reality.
A virtual environment comes with none of
technology, for small arms training
‘With combined arms training, we have the
the safety restrictions associated with firing
the realism of the weapon and the
capability to call in air, to call in artillery, to
a live weapon on a range. Instead, the
experience of firing it remain pivotal to
call in mortars,’ Paulk said. Meggitt’s EST II
instructor is able to engage with the
all training exercises. If the simulated
offers this capability, with trainees able to
shooter, stand with them and actively
ballistics of the weapon are not accurate,
acquire the skills required when air support
or artillery is requested.
instruct during the session.
then the skills gained on the simulator
For Saab, the next stage of its
‘The instructor has more information on
will not be correctly transferred into realcollaborative arms training simulations will
the range. On a live-fire range you might
life situations.
be to deliver a system that not only provides
see if they have hit the target or not. On our
Companies such as Saab and Meggitt
realistic imagery but also enables soldiers
[Laser Shot] systems they can see exactly,
attempt to eliminate this risk by procuring
to train outdoors, combining virtual targets
down to the pixel, where that bullet hit, how
real small arms and customer data on the
with real environments.
long it took between rounds and if their
ballistics of the weapon system to build
Jerker Andersson, product owner of the
weapon is loaded or unloaded right now,’
a high-fidelity replica. ‘[Meggitt] procure
Ground Combat Indoor Trainer at Saab,
Pongracz explained.
real weapons and then modify them for
explained why this capability is required.
Having instant, detailed data at the
simulations and small arms trainers, so
‘We can’t train everything in an indoor
fingertips of the instructor for each
that when you grab that rifle it’s going to
solution. What we want to do is take away
individual using the simulator can be vital
feel, operate and function like a real
those limits,’ he said.
for ensuring bad habits are not adopted.
weapon,’ Paulk said.
‘You can be outside in the real elements
Andersson stressed that this marks a
The company has achieved this through
with the rain and the stress and the smell
significant advance from the feedback
its BlueFire tethered and wireless weapons,
of everything… By adding virtual objects
and information available on a live range.
which are engineered to accurately match
together with real objects, you will
‘You can get feedback directly, which is
the form, fit and function of the original.
experience the stress when you have to
very important for reinforcing what is good
The systems have proved successful, with
take all the information in. You have to
or bad behaviour. If the shooters don’t get
the recent completion of an update of the
create your C2 awareness and then you
that feedback in a very short time, there is
UK’s Dismounted Close-Combat Trainer
have to act on it.’
the risk that the shooter develops negative
equipment, which includes 900 SA80
With development of such a system ‘far
habits,’ he explained.
BlueFire weapons, the UK’s standard
along’, Andersson explained that Saab is
The instructor is afforded significantly
assault rifle.
now in the process of waiting for hardware
more power and control in a virtual system
Cutting costs
solutions that can operate outside to be
than in a traditional firing range, with access
However, Givens contests the notion that
developed, as most COTS equipment is
to data presented in a user-friendly format.
the hardware in a VSAT remains the central
built specifically for indoor use.
Givens highlighted the ability to output
element. Over the last five to ten years,
performance comparisons and trends
Accuracy advantage
many of the most momentous innovations
as additional benefits of training data,
Small arms training is about accuracy and
have been in the software that delivers the
something he believes to be ‘the future of
precision; a small mistake in the handling
realism and fidelity of simulations.
these simulations’.
of the weapon or the wrong foot stance
‘In the past, the hardware has always led
‘In a simulation, we not only capture all
could result in a missed target. Accessing
the software. Here is the hardware that
the data, but know the movement of the
WWW.MILTRAINSIM.COM
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we have, write your software so that we can
run on it. I think it should be the other way
around. Your software capabilities should
lead your hardware,’ he said.
Software has also regenerated legacy
systems, updating and expanding their use
in collaborative combat scenarios and
immersive simulations. ‘Software has
breathed life into legacy systems. It is part
of any system you buy and it’s always
going to be. It drives the data collection
and analysis that comes off the system,’
Givens explained.
Enabling the upgrade of legacy equipment
offers the potential to make substantial cost
savings when procuring a new VSAT. Openarchitecture software has allowed existing
weapon replicas to be integrated into the
latest simulators, avoiding the purchase
of new devices, which frequently form a
significant part of a simulator’s cost.
A VSAT’s relationship to government
budgets is often the inverse of most
systems. Virtual training receives greater
attention and funds at times of constrained
spending as it offers a demonstrably
more cost-efficient method of delivering
instruction to soldiers.
These benefits are extensive, with money
saved on ammunition, transport and
time. As the technology of which VSAT is

comprised continues to shrink in physical
size and proliferate within the commercial
market, the cost of the solutions
themselves falls and portability improves.

Point of need provision
Meggitt has responded to what it perceived
as a clear market demand for a portable
variant of its FATS100, with the FATS100P. No
longer must trainees be sent to a regional
training centre since the system weighs less
than 20kg and is capable of being
transported to those units that require it.
‘I can teach the skillset and maintain
those perishable skills at my home station,
then I can go to the regional centre or the
ranges to show I have the motor skills and
the cognitive skills to implement what I
have learned in the simulator,’ Givens said.
Revolutions in processing power, cloud
enablement and distributed learning have
enabled the development of systems that
can deliver training at the point of need. For
example, Laser Shot’s Mobile Markmanship
Training Simulator is a portable, modular
solution. The system can be moved from
base to base and reconfigured for a range of
training objectives. Multiple projectors can
be linked together to provide multiple-lane
training or a single trainer that can be
stationed within the barracks to facilitate the

constant ‘development of skills and reducing
soldier downtime’, according to Paulk.
While the buzz word across the
simulation industry might be VR, some
specialists within the small arms training
sector remain sceptical about its benefits.
While customers are undoubtedly searching
for the immersive, realistic environment VR
systems offer, the need for large headmounted displays (HMDs) risks
disconnecting the trainee from the rest of
their body and therefore their weapon.
Although companies such as Re-LiON
have developed HMD VR systems that are
designed to enhance collaborative combat
training, it remains to be seen if the
technology can enhance the small arms
learning experience. Skills such as
sighting, alignment and weapon handling
do not clearly lend themselves to this
application of VR technology.
However, VSAT OEM representatives
would not rule out the technology,
suggesting that future developments
could solve the issues that currently
prevent its wider adoption. As Givens put
it, ‘with [immersive] VR, it’s still growing.
They are still trying to figure out what it’s
all about… There are still questions as to
whether VR will do well within a
marksmanship trainer’. ■

Companies such as Cubic Global Defense
are studying cognitive neuroscience
to gain greater insight into how the
brain learns and responds in different
scenarios. (Photo: Cubic Global Defense)
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SIMULATOR HARDWARE

MOTION
RAPTURE

The move from hydraulic to electro-mechanical motion
platforms, alongside improved actuator design, is now
nearly complete. New control software continues to
improve fidelity, propelling the evolution of this technology
and making it one to watch in the future. By Trevor Nash

A

long with a high-fidelity visual
system and accurate cockpit
replication, the addition of
motion to a virtual simulator adds
another layer of realism to help the
trainee ‘suspend disbelief’. However,
these motion cues need to be accurate
and, where possible, exactly mirror the
WWW.MILTRAINSIM.COM
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effects of the real platform, be it an
aircraft, ship or ground vehicle.
Not all are suitable for cueing using a
conventional motion platform. Fast-jet
simulators, for example, use g-cueing seats,
dynamic seat cushions and inflatable g-suits
to mimic the effects of manoeuvres. The
reason for this is that the motion platform

A Moog electro-mechanical 6-DoF motion
platform on a commercial full flight
simulator. (Photo: Moog)

cannot simulate a more complex movement
such as a roll or loop.
In essence, a motion platform provides
disturbance cues from a steady state. For
example, if a flight simulator is ‘flying’ at a
constant speed and altitude, the device
is said to be in this ‘steady state’. Once a
manoeuvre is completed, the motion
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gradually ‘washes out’ until the steady state
is re-established.

Freedom of movement
The conventional dynamic motion
platform provides six degrees of
freedom, 6-DoF. These are: pitch, roll,
and yaw (the rotational degrees of
freedom); and heave, sway and surge
(the linear degrees of freedom). Such
systems are often referred to as Stewart
motion platforms.
The 6-DoF platform is mainly used for
aircraft simulation, but for less dynamic
applications, such as ship’s bridge or
ground vehicle driver training devices, 3- or
4-DoF platforms are commonly used.
Although a simulator’s motion cues
must replicate those of the real vehicle
as closely as possible, another issue
surrounds the relationship of those cues
with visual ones, the latter being provided
by the simulator’s display system. Both
must be carefully harmonised. Failure to
do this can result in motion sickness as
the vestibular system of the inner ear
will send signals to the brain that do not

correlate with those sent by the eyes or
vice versa.
Phil Morse is from Ansible Motion, a
company that specialises in automotive
simulation. He said: ‘Motion and vision
systems must certainly be fast, with robust,
low latency pipelines. But perhaps even
more important to simulator drivers is
having the visual and inertial worlds well
aligned in time. This requires a simulator
computation architecture that can smoothly
manage multiple applications.’
So, the whole consideration for adopting
a motion platform depends on a number of
factors. However, one adage that still holds
true in the industry is that ‘no motion is
better than poor motion’.
The classic 6-DoF platform is a hexapod
design that has six jacks, or actuators, of
equal length. When first developed, these
devices were hydraulic, but today are
generally electro-mechanical.
The latter offers many advantages as
Mark Vanderkarr, the USAF’s contracting
officer representative at MacDill AFB in
Tampa, Florida told MTSN. ‘We’re now
considering replacing the current hydraulic

motion platform on the KC-135 weapon
system trainer [WST] here at MacDill for a
number of reasons,’ he said. ‘The current
system contains around 480 gallons of
hydraulic fluid and needs three 60hp
pumps to operate it. That is not only costly,
but there are issues of safety around highpressure hydraulic lines and high-frequency
noise, and the sheer space that the current
system occupies.’
Although electro-mechanical motion
platforms are now de rigueur, there are
still plenty of hydraulic systems around
the world that need maintaining and
updating, making such support a
significant element of many companies’
business revenues.
As well as the mechanical component of
the motion platform, another key element
is the control and interface software.
Typical of such systems is the Precision
Control Software (710-PRECSOFT) for
motion base platform systems that is
supplied by Florida-based Servos &
Simulation Inc.
In essence, this software converts the
roll, pitch, yaw, and X, Y and Z commands

A classic hexapod electromechanical 6-DoF motion platform.
(Photo: E2M Technologies)
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from the simulator’s host computer
into measured signals to the relevant
actuators to allow the motion platform to
respond correctly.

Leading the field
One of the world’s largest manufacturers
of motion platforms is Moog. The company
became involved in electric actuators and
motion systems back in the early 1990s.
The first product was a 30.5cm stroke
907kg payload system that was sold into
testing, entertainment and driver
simulation/test applications.
In terms of fidelity, developments have
enhanced realism over the past decade
but what emerging technologies are we
likely to see in the future? ‘The core
components of the motion system are
the screw, the motor and the drive,’
explained Thomas Ehmann, manager
of product line sales at Moog in East
Aurora, New York. ‘Moog designs and
manufactures these components for its
own motion systems and we continually
work… to optimise the fidelity, longevity
and life-cycle cost of the system.
‘This provides the customer the greatest
value for their dollar. Without getting into
specific technologies, we see future
systems moving towards better energy
efficiency, availability and supportability.
These three attributes all reduce the lifecycle cost of the motion system and
provide the user with greater value.’
Another key player in this market is
E2M Technologies. It was founded in
2007 by the former lead engineers of
FCS Control Systems, a leader in motion
platform design for many years in the
1990s. Based in Amsterdam, the
company specialises in the provision of
6-DoF electro-mechanical hexapod
platforms as well as purpose-designed
3-, 4- or 5-DoF systems, control loading
systems and custom electric actuator
solutions. Around 50% of the company’s
business is in the military market.
As an exemplar of its capabilities, E2M
has supplied a 6-DoF electro-mechanical
motion platform to CAE that has been
integrated with a C-130 aeromedical
evacuation trainer for the USAF. This
replicates the vibrations and turbulence
often encountered during take-off,
landing, and flight of the aircraft, thus
WWW.MILTRAINSIM.COM
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Advantages of the electro-mechanical
motion platform are the absence of hydraulic
pipes and pump rooms. (Photo: Moog)

delivering a more immersive and realistic
training environment.
The motion system supports the entire
6,350kg payload of the fully-equipped
C-130 fuselage trainer. Ton Stam,
international account manager at E2M,
said that developments in motion platform
technologies are continuing all the time. ‘A
major development in... technology is the
simplification of the electro-mechanical
actuator and electronics,’ he said. ‘Without
complex hydraulic/nitrogen and pneumatic
integrated weight compensation systems,
the actuator consists of a minimum
amount of parts.
‘Using exclusively COTS electronics,
the maintainability of the system further
improves. Other advances are in the
software field; human-perception-based
motion cueing algorithms are currently
being developed to increase the realism of
the simulation and optimise the use of the
available workspace. As motion systems
have become more of a commodity item,
reliability, cost of ownership and aftersales support have become increasingly
important for both simulator integrators
and end users.’

Applying the tech
As already discussed, motion systems can
be used in a wide variety of applications.
‘The most obvious would be pilot and driver
simulation’, said Ehmann. ‘Additionally,
Moog has sold motion systems for tank

turret testing, entertainment applications at
theme parks and test applications for the
automotive industry. Some of the more
interesting applications have been in
research. One such application had a
motion system with a treadmill mounted on
top that was set inside an environmental
chamber to evaluate the performance of
different types of shoe treads in wet and
slippery conditions.’
But what of the replacement of
hydraulic systems with electromechanical ones? ‘In terms of new full
flight simulators, electric motion has
completely replaced fully hydraulic motion
systems,’ pointed out Ehmann. ‘There
is also a smaller market in upgrading
existing simulators that have hydraulic
motion with electric motion.
‘In most of these cases, the life of the
airframe [simulated] has been extended
past the projected life cycle of the
simulator to train the pilots. In these
cases, the simulator typically gets a
refresh with a new visual system and an
electric motion base [as is planned at
MacDill AFB for the KC-135 WST]. If the
life of an existing airframe is extended by
ten years, there is no way to support the
analogue control electronics in the motion
and visual system. This is typically the
driving factor in the upgrade.’
Although Moog is involved in this upgrade
process, Ehmann said it was a ‘relatively
small portion of our business. However,
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there is a noticeable increase in the
number of enquiries that we get for this
type of work. Since these jobs typically
both require intense engineering work and
capital expenditure, the sales cycle can
take two to three years to scope out the
work and then get the necessary funding
to do the work. It will likely be a few more
years before we see this being a significant
segment of our revenues. The momentum
is there, [but] it’s going to take a while
before we see the results.’
Although this upgrade market is a
growing one for Moog, E2M’s Stam
believes that the future might see a
completely different approach. ‘The
introduction of perception-based motion
cueing will lead to an even more realistic
sensation of motion and more efficient
usage of the available workspace,’ he
told MTSN. ‘This could eventually lead to
smaller-stroke motion systems for full
flight simulators.
‘In the future, we also see virtual reality
playing a larger role in simulation. A
person on a motion system within a virtual
reality environment, including virtual
reality goggles and tactile feedback,
experiences a very high level of immersion.
For the cueing software, this imposes
some challenges on which E2M is already
working. The motion cueing, platform
position and virtual reality world have to
be very much interlinked with each other
to prevent motion sickness and support
the immersive experience of the user,’
added Stam.

Heralding newcomers
Although both Moog and E2M provide
high-end motion platforms, recent years
have seen smaller companies enter the
market with lower-cost devices and display
some very innovative approaches.
In Australia, for example, CKAS
Mechtronics has designed what it calls
a 7-DoF system where the complete
platform rotates through 360°. This
WR series of devices is available in two
models with payloads of 1,500kg and
2,500kg respectively.
The key difference between CKAS 7-DoF
platforms and other units on the market
is what CKAS calls ‘design intent’. The
former units have been engineered
specifically to be used as ‘ground
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interaction simulators and disorientation
training/upset recovery trainers’.
This means, said the company, ‘that
our washout algorithms, our controller
architecture and our mechanism design
have all been refined to create the highest
fidelity possible at an incredible value
price point’.
According to the company, its ‘7-DoF
motion platform units are the only electric
crank arm motion systems in the world
which have been awarded certification full
flight simulator credits on the revolutionary
CKAS MotionSim series [full flight
trainers], and our academically developed
washout cueing algorithms are the key to
these awards.’
Elsewhere, a simulator known as
Desdemona is operated by the Netherlands
Organisation for Applied Research at
Soesterberg in conjunction with AMST
and Bihrle Applied Research to expand
the motion envelope associated with
conventional hexapod motion platforms.
The device is mounted on a fully gimbaled
base that is able to rotate around any
conceivable axis. The system as a whole
allows 2m of vertical movement, combined
with 8m along a horizontal sledge. The
sledge itself is able to spin as well. This
centrifuge capability enables Desdemona
to generate constant g-forces up to a
maximum of 3g.
Clearly a specialist system, Desdemona
has been designed for: spatial
disorientation training; advanced military
flight simulation, including the deep stall
and inverted deep stall associated with
fast jets; rotary-wing, low-altitude
manoeuvres including hovering in close,
difficult and dangerous environments
such as those associated with brownout
landings; and upset recovery training for
transport aircraft pilots.

Always wanting more?
At the other end of the motion scale from
the likes of Moog and E2M is D-Box
Technologies. Starting in the
entertainment sector, the company
produces a range of small actuators to
transfer motion or vibration to the trainee
through the simulator.
It has undertaken a number of projects
with Bohemia Interactive Simulations
(BISim), including an F/A-18 simulator. Pete
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The introduction of
perception-based
motion cueing
will lead to an even more
realistic sensation
of motion.
Morrison, BISim’s co-CEO, said: ‘D-Box
offers a versatile plug-and-play solution to
incorporate motion simulation into virtual
battlespace scenarios. If you’re looking to
increase immersion for drivers, equipment
operators and pilots, D-Box provides the
kinaesthetic cues to provide trainees with
accurate feedback.’
A major programme that uses D-Box
is Babcock’s Blue Light Simulator, an
emergency services driving simulator. ‘One
of the key differentiators in deciding which
simulator we would go with was the ability
to integrate motion and a motion platform,’
said Alistair Cumming, head of international
business solutions for training at Babcock.
‘We also wanted feedback through the
steering wheel and platform. That was
crucial for us to get the realism we needed
in the simulator.’
In many ways the D-Box solution at
one end of the motion spectrum and
Desdemona at the other, raises an
interesting and topical question about
simulation industry products: how good
is good enough? With budgets still
being squeezed and many applicable
technologies becoming cheaper, a high
level of training transfer can now be
undertaken on lower-cost devices. The
military is keen to adopt such systems, but
consideration must be given to the level
of fidelity sufficient to prevent negative
training and allow training transfer.
Is, in fact, motion required in all cases
and how much motion cueing is derived
from the visual system? The author has
heard many anecdotal stories from
simulator instructors over the years that
vary from: ‘it’s only experienced pilots that
benefit from the effects of motion’ to ‘most
trainees can’t tell whether we’re on motion
or not’. Perhaps a fresh scientifically based
academic study into the true effects of
simulation motion is now required. ■
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Rockwell Collins is using its
WholeEarth/EP-8100 image
generation system to improve visual
quality in helicopter simulators.
(Image: Rockwell Collins)

New military helicopters require ever more sophisticated simulators
and training, but air arms are simultaneously seeking to cut costs.
These conflicting factors are spurring on outsourcing and the use of
lower-cost training devices. By Alan Dron

TRAINING TORQUE
P

ilots are increasingly likely to find
their time in the simulator being
used not just to fly the aircraft
but to ‘train for the mission’ – either with
crew members ‘down the back’ or with
accompanying aircraft.
One of a helicopter’s major tactical
advantages is the view it affords its
pilots, something simulator companies
are working to replicate and improve
on. Rockwell Collins, for example,
reported that it has seen a trend among
customers requesting larger FOVs that
allow them to perform training tasks that
were previously impossible, such as airto-air refuelling.

Incorporating improvements
Improved FOV is being achieved with
glass displays rather than the previously
used Mylar. Ron Ladnier, president of
FlightSafety Services, for example, said
that the adoption of glass has allowed the
creation of a horizontal FOV of 300° and
a vertical field of 70-75°. The latter is
for a fixed-wing aircraft, specifically the
WWW.MILTRAINSIM.COM
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USAF’s new Boeing KC-46 Pegasus
tanker, which allows crews to look up
when acting as the receiver.
Ladnier’s colleague, Scott Goodwin,
VP of simulation and responsible for
design and manufacturing at FlightSafety
International, added that new designs
and modifications were under way to
retrofit improved FOVs to many existing
simulators: ‘All our helicopter simulators
now have chin windows, so there are much
greater visual cues for landing.’
Bill Gavora, L3 Link Training &
Simulation’s director of business
development, said that recent years had
seen the company enhance its visuals with
new out-the-window projection systems,
while the near future was expected to
see improved helmet-mounted display
technologies, with augmented reality (AR)
and virtual reality (VR) systems increasingly
being incorporated.
However, while increasing sophistication is
widely found in the helicopter pilot training
sector, there is also a growing requirement
for simpler synthetic equipment that allows

pilots to train for less cost than on high-end,
full-motion simulators.
US company Fidelity Flight Simulation
(FFS), for example, which undertakes
training for the US National Guard’s
Airbus Helicopters UH-72 Lakota fleet,
developed a high-definition simulator
system at affordable cost by partnering
with Presagis and J2 Aircraft Dynamics,
rather than have the manufacturer of the
real helicopter provide flight data. This
approach saves millions of dollars as
aircraft OEMs are well known for charging
considerable sums.
FFS’s lead aeronautics engineer Dave
Franks said that the company had Lakota
pilots describe what they wanted the
simulator to feel like. There then followed
several months of development and
testing. It created a simulator in a mobile
trailer that can be driven to wherever
Lakota pilots are based and placed on a
motion platform or in a suitable room. It
can be set up and packed up in around
eight hours. Additionally, the system has
FAA Level 6 certification.
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Medium support
One of the largest helicopter pilot training
centres in Europe is run at RAF Benson,
Oxfordshire, in the UK, where, in October
2017, simulator specialists CAE agreed
a contract extension with the UK MoD to
operate the Medium Support Helicopter
Aircrew Training Facility (MSHATF) for
a further eight years. The agreement
continues a 20-year partnership between
CAE and the MoD.
The MSHATF takes helicopter pilots who
have already qualified from the Defence
Helicopter Flying School at RAF Shawbury
and performs type conversions before they
join frontline squadrons.
The contract amendment defines
the level of synthetic training for the
RAF’s Support Helicopter Force and RN
Commando Helicopter Force involving
the CH-47 Chinook, Puma and AW101
Merlin Mk 3 fleets. Under the new
agreement, CAE will provide 5,000h a
year for the Chinook force, 2,500h for
the Puma squadrons and 2,000h for
Merlin units.
There are also some additions, pointed
out Andrew Naismith, managing director of
CAE UK. ‘In the first year we’ll do an extra
2,000 hours on top of the 5,000. The Merlin
will be 2,000 hours a year for two years,
with options for years three and four.’

The new system is designed not for initial
training, but for operational and recurrent
instructional tasks, which include
autorotation and malfunction practice.
Developing manoeuvres such as
improved autorotation is something that
FlightSafety International has been working
on. Since developing that capability for its
Sikorsky UH-60M simulator, the US Army is
looking at moving all autorotation practice
into it, said Goodwin.

Following trends
Increasing visual realism is something that
Rockwell Collins is tackling in several ways,
including through its 3D WholeEarth synthetic
environment.
This features on the company’s EP-8100
image generator family and has worldwide 3D
content derived from satellite land use
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The most significant recent change at the
MSHATF has been to upgrade the visual
package, moving to CAE Medallion-6000
from the older Evans & Sutherland Harmony
2 and the company’s Common Database.
‘That’s made a giant leap forward in
terms of what we can deliver for the front
line,’ said Naismith, himself a former RAF
Chinook squadron commander. ‘For
example, being able to absolutely
properly navigate – rather than having
“representative” ground, it’s now
absolutely accurate. The granularity and
clarity of the picture that we now get is
such that we’re able to do more. The guys
can do a lot of their shipborne training and
qualification in the simulator in a way we
weren’t able to before.’
Medallion-6000 has now been installed
in two Chinook and one Puma simulators.
To cope with the additional workload, the
third Chinook device will be updated as
soon as possible in 2018. ‘If we could have
done it all in one go back in 2015, we
would have, but the reality was we were
delivering a continuous training service,’
explained Naismith.

Interest in innovation
As well as providing helicopter pilot
training for the UK armed forces, CAE has
what it describes as ‘a healthy third-party
business’ at MSHATF with overseas air

imagery with some specific regions portrayed
in higher fidelity.
Rockwell Collins is also now offering
its Coalescence mixed reality product for
helicopter training, which aims to immerse
trainees in a highly realistic visual
environment while still allowing them to see
their hands and interact with tools and
objects in the real world. This provides haptic
feedback and builds ‘muscle memory’.
A market trend identified by several
companies is the development of simpler
training devices, as full-motion simulators
themselves become increasingly
sophisticated and expensive to operate.
‘Avionics and computers in cockpits are
getting much more complex,’ said Ladnier.
‘So we recommend part-task trainers (PTT)
as part of an overall scheme to move more
training from live aircraft to simulators and
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arms. Core customers include the
Netherlands and Danish air forces.
Canada and Portugal undertake SAR
training on the Merlin simulators and
several other countries also train. Last
year, the facility delivered just under
2,500h of third-party training.
The UK’s commitment shows, for the
moment at least, little sign of slackening. The
‘general feeling is that, while the budget is
under significant pressure, the requirement
for training exists as heavily as it ever has’.
CAE is also looking at bringing in AR or
VR to simulator platforms, together with
other innovations that Naismith declined
to discuss.
As many trainers have reported over
the past decade or so, there has been a
cultural shift with the latest intake of pilots.
Whereas the current generation of senior
flyers grew up with rudimentary simulators
that could not do much, said Naismith,
‘my generation has had to accept that
[simulators] are fully capable of doing
anything. Not everybody accepts that yet.
The new generation are absolutely familiar
with all these capabilities. They’re not only
comfortable with this technology, they
expect it.
‘They’re looking to do more and more in
that environment because they want to
challenge themselves. They’re asking “Why
can’t we do that?”’

from simulators to PTTs. We don’t want to
take 30 minutes in a multi-million-dollar
simulator learning how to switch things on.’
Australia’s Ryan Aerospace also
predominantly works in what managing
director Chris Ryan described as ‘this small
but niche area, offering lower-cost alternatives
for customers undertaking mission training
and combined arms training exercises. The
targeted fidelity offers only the essential
requirements for the task in hand.’
Ryan Aerospace’s mission trainers come
in the form of the HELIMOD Mark II, with
a Mark III due to be unveiled early in
2018. Its equipment is used by several
undisclosed military customers in the US.
‘We’ve found military customers are
becoming more and more price-sensitive
and looking for innovative solutions from
smaller companies,’ said Ryan. ‘To this end,
WWW.MILTRAINSIM.COM
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we’ve focused our efforts in a couple of key
areas. Firstly, we know how important it is
to have a realistic “feel” in the controls.
Whilst it’s nice to have full, software/backdriven control loading, it can be very
expensive. We’ve identified some excellent
partners to assist with providing highquality solutions at a lower cost.
‘Another area of innovation we’ve
focused on is re-configurability. Military
organisations make massive developments
in simulation and are stuck with standard,
non-flexible, aircraft-specific systems. We
have invested considerably in developing
re-configurable systems.’
Among the company’s other recent
milestones, 2017 saw it install its new Bell
206 simulator in Saudi Arabia, and it has
also recently secured a contract with what
Ryan described as ‘a multi-national prime
for the 407 version’.

Turnkey training
Several companies said they had detected
a trend for more outsourcing of military

helicopter pilot training to commercial
entities who offer it as a service. By
placing the responsibility for ensuring the
technology works on to the company, the
military can reduce its costs.
Ladnier noted that the USAF and US
Army had moved from doing virtually all
their helicopter pilot training internally to
using outsourced companies. ‘It’s not
100%, but it’s pretty doggone close. There
are a couple of reasons for that. The team
that built Flight School XXI [at Fort Rucker,
Alabama] said: “we’re going to build the
building and the devices, and we’re going
to sell you flight hours”, and the army, by
doing that, was able to get all the training
they need in a much shorter time frame,
with much less initial outlay.’
FFS puts around 800-1,000 Black Hawk,
Lakota and TH-67 pilots a year through Fort
Rucker, mostly for the US Army.
Likewise, Rockwell Collins said that it saw
numerous examples similar to Flight School
XXI of military customers partnering with
industry to offer more turnkey training

Military
customers
are becoming
more and more
price-sensitive and
looking for innovative
solutions.
programmes, with businesses offering
everything from facilities to curriculum
development and the provision and operation
of simulators and training devices.
L3 Link Training & Simulation, which
supplies rotary-wing simulators to Flight
School XXI and export customers, noted
it would be providing additional UH-60M
Black Hawk and CH-47F Chinook
operational flight trainers through 2018,
as well as upgrading its Reconfigurable
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The tactical control centre in the CAE-operated
Medium Support Helicopter Aircrew Training
Facility at Benson, UK. (Photo: CAE)

Collective Training Devices to the most
current aircraft configuration.
As part of its expansion into providing
UH-60 and CH-47 training, the company
is currently building a new centre at its
Arlington, Texas facility to offer
instruction on the two aircraft types. ‘We
have been providing CH-47D training for
a foreign customer at our facility in
Arlington for some time, but we are
adding a UH-60 and hope to have the
new training centre open by the summer,’
Link’s president, Lenny Genna, told
MTSN at I/ITSEC last November.
As well as its major workshare in the
AVCATT (Aviation Combined Arms
Tactical Trainer) and Flight School XXI
programmes, Link Training & Simulation
has secured export contracts for UH-60
simulators in both Taiwan and Saudi
Arabia. Genna told MTSN that the
provision of rotary-wing training products
and services is currently receiving
additional emphasis within the company.

Opportunity beckons
The US Army helicopter market is fairly
stable, but there are significant
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opportunities within the USN and USAF as
they update their training aircraft fleets
and approaches, noted Gavora. Foreign
military markets were also growing in the
less developed regions of Africa, Asia and
Latin America.
As far as the US rotary-wing market is
concerned, Boeing continues to have
success with its AH-64 Apache Longbow
Crew Trainer, with the 36th device delivered
in 2017. ‘2017 saw us undertake 15
upgrades for the US Army, and this process
is ongoing as the simulators must always
be kept current with the aircraft,’ Keith
Cooper, VP of training and professional
services told MTSN.
Another US Army programme that is
drawing some attention is the Advanced
Instructor Pilot (AIP) training service
for UH-60, CH-47 and AH-64 aviators.
Currently undertaken by Doss Aviation,
now owned by L3 Technologies, this
contract is shortly to be re-bid and
awarded in September 2018.
For the USN, the major programme on the
horizon is the TH-57 simulator requirement.
Like the US Army’s AIP contract, it is also due
to be awarded in 2018.
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Historically, helicopter aircrew trained in
separate simulators, one for the pilots and
one for the rear crew. Indeed, rear-crew
training devices were often considered the
poor relation, with lower investment. One
trend now on the rise is that pilots are
facing an increasing requirement to interact
with other crew members.
‘A big trend is integrating mission
training in a single simulator [or networked
compartment device], where not just the
pilots but the people in the back of the
helicopter – whether a sensor operator,
gunner or aeromedical evacuation
crew – can train together in a realistic
environment,’ said Goodwin. ‘That’s been a
huge emphasis area.’
His comments were reinforced by
Etienne Chevreau, marketing and strategy
director for training and simulation
activities at Thales. ‘Piloting is one aspect
of the training and it’s important to know
how the helicopter flies, but more and
more we’re asked to develop solutions to
train for the mission.
‘The first step is to know how to use the
weapons and NVGs [night vision goggles] –
all the instruments you have in the cockpit.
WWW.MILTRAINSIM.COM
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There is also a move towards training the
pilot with the crew – with the third person
in the cabin or with people on the ground.
We’re going from pilot training to crew
training. That brings new requirements,
such as complex simulators, new computergenerated forces, [and the use of] more
artificial intelligence.’
That requirement was also noted by the
managing director of CAE UK, Andrew
Naismith. Possibly the biggest current
trend, he said, ‘is in bringing in whole
crews or doing rear crew training. The
main current emphasis is on trying to
improve the lot of the rear crew.’ New
technical developments to improve that
area were well under way, Naismith added.
Chevreau also pointed out the increased
requirement for multiple helicopters to
operate in conjunction with one another;
the French Army, for example, asked Thales
to develop a simulation in which more
than ten aircraft, including Tiger attack
helicopters and Caracal transport
platforms, could train together via
networked simulators, before going on to
undertake the exercise ‘live’.
‘We’re more and more going towards
what we call “distributed simulation”.
Increasingly, training scenarios are being

Academy Rewards
The UK is the site of the newest helicopter
training facility in Europe, the Cobham
Helicopter Academy at the former RAF St
Mawgan airfield, now Newquay Airport,
in Cornwall. Cobham Aviation Services
secured the facilities in March 2017, with
the first trainees scheduled to arrive in Q1
2018 for a four-week search and rescue
(SAR) course.
Cobham is building on 20 years’
experience at the Defence Helicopter
Flying School (DHFS), which has now
been taken into the Military Flying
Training System (MFTS) run by Ascent.
MFTS will mop up much of the UK
military helicopter training, so the
Cobham facility is looking to the
international market.
The academy will focus on the military/
paramilitary and government helicopter
service sector. Courses will be aimed at
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The current USN TH-57 helicopter simulators are due to be replaced, probably under a contractorowned, contractor-operated service contract. (Photo: USN)

developed in distributed, heterogeneous
simulators,’ he said.
A similar requirement was also noted by
CAE’s director of marketing communications,
defence & security, Chris Stellwag. ‘As a
general trend, what customers are asking for

military pilots who know how to fly their
aircraft but need to be taught how to use
them operationally. ‘I call it “how to fight the
aircraft”, with skills such as formation flying
and tactical flying,’ said Duncan Milne, GM
and VP of Cobham Helicopter Services.
‘We’re very much focused on
specialist skills.’ The Newquay location
is ‘perfect for our kind of training as it’s
close to a challenging coast for SAR
training purposes’. The academy will
operate in a military regulatory
environment. It will provide set courses,
but these can be mixed and matched to
provide the right combination of skills for
individual customers.
It will initially operate using Leonardo
AW139s and an A109, but hopes to
move some of the aircraft previously at
DHFS to Newquay. The company plans
to have more than half a dozen aircraft
there, but will also make use of alliances
with other organisations.

in training requirements is the networking
of synthetic training requirements with live
assets so they can perform more distributed
joint mission-type exercises that are quite
costly and prohibitive to do live all the time,’
he told MTSN. ■

International training prospects
include Africa, where Cobham already
operates, ‘often in countries that have
quite old platforms without a lot of
capability’, said Milne. With that in mind,
The company is looking at creating
national partnerships. ‘Many countries
want to have an indigenous training
capability and Cobham wants to sit
alongside them in setting that up.’
Other key operators exist in Asia, such
as Bangladesh and Thailand, which are
going through fleet replacements, and
Cobham sees ‘real opportunities’ in
the region. Milne pointed out that the
training market as a whole is currently
‘pretty buoyant’.
One particular area of interest is naval
aviation: ‘You have a number of countries
looking at creating their own fleet air
arms. Landing on the back of a destroyer
or frigate is quite different from landing
at an airport.’
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RCAF TRENTON

Thunderbirds are go

The Royal Canadian Air Force is considered as having the
world’s premier facility when it comes to C-130J training that
other air forces merely aspire to. Featuring high-fidelity
simulation systems, electronic classrooms and training
service provision from industry, the training centre is truly
world-class. By Trevor Nash

T

he Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF)
Air Mobility Training Centre (AMTC)
is located at Canadian Forces Base
(CFB) Trenton in Ontario. Under command
of 8 Wing, the AMTC’s custodian is 426
(Thunderbird) Transport Training
Squadron (TTS).
The AMTC graduates some 420 aircrew,
maintenance and aeromedical personnel
each year from around 25 different
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courses for the CC-130H, CC-130J (the
Canadian designation for the Lockheed
Martin C-130J) and CC-150 Polaris. The
major element of the AMTC focuses on
training for the RCAF’s 17-strong CC-130J
Hercules fleet.

The full package
Construction work on the AMTC started in
September 2009 and was completed in
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The out-of-the-cockpit view of
one of AMTC’s two CC-130J WSTs
showing CAE’s Medallion-6000
visual system. (Photo: CAE)

mid-2012. In 2009, CAE was awarded
an operational training systems provider
(OTSP) contract by the Canadian
Department of National Defence that
covered training for the CC-130J and
the CH-147 Chinook platforms, the latter
being located at CFB Petawawa in Ontario.
This 20-year in-service support contract
sees CAE leading a team of largely
Canadian companies to deliver a turnkey
WWW.MILTRAINSIM.COM
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RCAF TRENTON
training system to the RCAF. This team
not only provides the synthetic training
equipment (STE) but also instructors, STE
maintenance personnel and support staff.
In terms of aircrew STE, CAE has
provided two FAA Level D-qualified WSTs;
one tactical FTD (TFTD); three Simfinitybased integrated procedures trainers;
desk- and laptop-based Simfinity Virtual
Simulators; and a tactical control centre
to enable distributed mission training
exercises to take place.
The company also worked in
conjunction with Cascade Aerospace to
supply a Fuselage Trainer (FuT) and the
Loadmaster Part Task Trainer (LMPTT).
For certain training tasks, the TFTD can
be networked with the FuT.
The importance of integrating the air
loadmaster with the flight deck crew
has not been lost on the RCAF. Initial
crew resource management training,
known as the Human Performance in
Military Aviation course, takes places
at the service’s multi-engine training
establishment at the Southport Aerospace
Centre, Portage la Prairie in Manitoba, and
each WST has a loadmaster station to
provide fully integrated aircrew training.
As far as the training of maintenance
technicians is concerned, CAE works as a
sub-contractor to Lockheed Martin, where
it has supplied STE and service support
to the prime. Interestingly, the RCAF

CC-130J technicians do not undertake
any on-the-job training. All instruction is
conducted at the AMTC using STE and
computer-based learning. Maintenance
managers and technicians qualify to
perform CC-130J first line maintenance
upon graduation.
The benefits of this approach are
immense as no live training is conducted
on actual aircraft and therefore damage to
them and their removal from operational
service are eliminated. This demands that
the maintenance STE is of such high
fidelity that much of it is indistinguishable
from the real aircraft. This STE comprises
a Fuselage and Aircraft Systems Trainer
(FAST); an Integrated Cockpit Systems
Trainer; a Confined Space Trainer and a
classroom-based computer learning
system known as the Virtual Maintenance
Trainer (VMT).
Courses for aircrew and maintenance
technicians are controlled and managed by
the over-arching Training Management
Information System (TMIS). This monitors
student performance, allocates resources
such as STE and instructors, and keeps
track of student test results.
‘This is a big operation for us,’ explained
Mike MacNeil, CAE’s site manager at the
AMTC. ‘I’m responsible for 60 CAE
employees and 27 subcontractors, and
work very closely with our RCAF customer to
provide a state-of-the-art training centre

The TFTD can be networked to the FuT for enhanced loadmaster training. (Photo: author)
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where aircrews will refine their skills and
knowledge to operate Canada’s modern
fleet of CC-130J aircraft.’

Supply surge
CAE is no stranger to providing servicebased contracting, and can boast
customers throughout the world. This
approach, according to Joe Armstrong,
CAE’s VP and GM for Canada, is referred
to as ‘relational contracting’ that sees
‘collaboration as a vital part of the
company’s approach to its customers.
It’s in our DNA.’
Based in Montreal, CAE’s business
portfolio is somewhat different in its
home market because as well as
providing STE and training services, the
company is also involved in supplying
defence hardware such as EW systems
and magnetic anomaly detection
equipment. In addition, CAE is
responsible for the logistical support
services to real platforms such as the
CF-18 Hornet.
Current aircrew output sees 426
Thunderbird TTS graduate 12-14 first
officers, eight aircraft commanders and
12-14 loadmasters each year, although
according to Lt Col Brent Hoddinott, CO
426 TTS, the service is ‘in the process of
ramping up the number of first officers to
24 per year. This process has already
started and a new course is now starting
every three weeks.’
To achieve this increased output will
require CAE to provide an additional
three to four instructor pilots. MTSN
understands that budget approval is
now being sought for this expansion.
Why the increase? ‘With the baby
boomers retiring and airlines such as
WestJet recruiting, we are facing a pilot
shortfall,’ explained Hoddinott.
As well as this initial type training,
pilots undergo 8h recurrent WST time
every four months as well as undergoing
line training where they must conduct
a monthly landing and take-off. All
RCAF CC-130J pilots are qualified in
the left and right seats on completion
of their course.
Aircraft from the RCAF’s operational 436
Squadron, also located at CFB Trenton, are
loaned to 426 TTS for line training when
required. ‘In terms of the instructor cadre
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RCAF TRENTON
at 426 Squadron, we currently
have eight military instructor pilots
and four CAE instructor pilots,’ said
Hoddinott. ‘As far as loadmaster
instructors are concerned, there
are six military instructors and one
from CAE.’
Unlike the military instructor
pilots, the CAE staff do not fly, but
their benefits were espoused by
Hoddinott. ‘We have a fantastic
relationship with the company as
they are very responsive,’ he
explained. ‘The instructors are
highly qualified and they work
here on a permanent basis, unlike
military instructors that are
posted here for a three-year tour.
This means we have consistency.’

Comparatively speaking
Considering the nature of the
Lt Col Brent Hoddinott, CO of 426 TTS, RCAF AMTC.
CC-130J OTSP approach compared
(Photo: author)
to the more conventional and
technologically older CC-130H
training is interesting and perhaps
starker when comparing loadmaster
highlights the benefits of using modern
training for the two aircraft. To take the
technology in a service-driven integrated
loadmaster to an operationally qualified
environment.
status for the CC-130J takes 246h of
Firstly, the Level D WSTs allow the
ground school compared to 320h for the
devices to be used for synthetic
H model. The latter has a relatively
instrument flight rules training that
unsophisticated cargo compartment
replaces training in the real aircraft. This,
trainer that is used for 8h compared to
said Hoddinott, is a ‘major benefit’ and
the FuT, LMPTT and networked FuT and
makes the WST ‘worth its weight in gold’.
TFTD combination that are used for 232h.
In comparing pilot type rating courses
Again, flying time is 108h for the CC-130H
for the two aircraft, the CC-130H that is
and 60 for the CC-130J.
used by the RCAF for search and rescue
‘The CC-130J FuT is the highest fidelity
tasks features 208h of ground school, 76h
such device in the world,’ said MacNeil.
in the simulator and 108h in the aircraft.
‘For example, we can take it into flight
For the CC-130J, these figures are 368h,
mode to do air drops as well as pallet
209h and 60h respectively. At the end of
rigging and jumpmaster training. It also
this time, crews are operationally qualified.
has fully functioning landing gear to allow
This shows a 48h saving on aircraft
loadmasters to carry out inspections and
flight time and therefore cuts fuel and
drills, for example, in the case where the
maintenance cost, and preserves
gear won’t retract.’
airframe hours for operational tasking.
Although the more modern J variant
With the CC-130H fleet leaving service
uses a more sophisticated ground school,
in 2019, the training programme no
much improved STE and fewer flight
longer runs an aircraft commanders’
hours, the time taken to bring aircrew to
course. The CC-130J course, on the other
operational status is greater. Comparing
hand, comprises 63.5h in the classroom,
the H to the J model, these figures are 85
18h of STE and 20-30 flight hours
and 96 days for pilots and 80 and 89
depending on the mission that the
days for loadmasters, respectively. This
commander is to be allocated.
added time is due to the increased
The emphasis on high-fidelity STE is
complexity and added capabilities of the
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CC-130J, and the fact that the
aircraft does not carry a flight
engineer.
Where time has been reduced
can be seen in the area of
maintenance training. For engine
and airframe (referred to by the
RCAF as AVN) technicians, the
course has been reduced from
110 to 100 training days and for
avionics, or AVS technicians, from
75 to 67 training days.
‘The reason for this is that
although the CC-130J is a more
complex aeroplane, its largely
digital architecture provides an
easier capability to fault find and
isolate faults,’ explained MacNeil.
‘Add to that the improved training
transfer of modern electronic
classrooms and simulation systems
and the course does not require
the same time as that required for
the H model.’

More to come
Although the CC-130J training provided by
426 TTS is undoubtedly world class, and
many of the methodologies and STE
systems in use at Trenton have been
adopted by the RAAF at Richmond (see
MTSN May/June 2016), the RCAF is not
resting on its laurels.
‘One area in which we are lacking is in
the provision of ATC communications in
the WST,’ explained Hoddinott. ‘To give an
example, if we have an engine failure at
Abbotsford and need to divert to
Vancouver, we have no realistic comms.
This is important as the radio traffic at a
busy commercial airport would provide an
extra layer of realism and stress.’
In addition, he raised the perennial
issues of concurrency between the STE
and the aircraft, as well as networking the
WSTs with the Canadian Forces Defence
Learning Network and Defence WAN, the
latter being ‘a marriage not made in
heaven’.
Despite these frustrations, the CC-130J
element of the OTSP clearly highlights the
success of integrated contractor-provided
training services. This approach is gaining
traction in many nations throughout the
world and is clearly a growing trend for
the future. ■
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I/ITSEC 2017 REVIEW

Projection technologies were a major
part of I/ITSEC 2017, exemplified by
this Rockwell Collins Griffin dome.
(Photo: Rockwell Collins)

ADVANTAGEOUS ALLIANCES
I/ITSEC 2017 highlighted trends and military ambitions in the
realm of training. Issues brought to the fore were commonality
and the integration of multiple platforms, two of the major
challenges industry and the end user are looking to overcome.
By Beth Maundrill

A

s in previous years, I/ITSEC 2017,
held in Orlando, Florida, showcased
the latest I-LVC technologies
available to global militaries to meet their
ever more demanding training goals.
Maintaining this theme of I-LVC and
integration, CAE and Rockwell Collins
demonstrated how industry could work
together to provide live, virtual and
constructive assets with a unified
approach. Their demonstration brought
together naval combat simulators and
RPA desktop trainers, as well as
constructive entities including surface-toair missiles and attack helicopters. These
two elements used different visual
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systems and operating protocols within a
four-tier cyber-secured environment.
The live portion of the demonstration
came from an L-29 aircraft, flown by the
University of Iowa’s Operator Performance
Laboratory.

Future focus
As always, the US military had a large
presence at I/ITSEC, and while defence
leaders still remain cautious about
spending, there are plenty of ongoing
programmes which suggest the tight grip
around the purse strings may be loosening.
However, commanders are still careful
about how best to implement training going

forward. Sharing his vision on the future of
training, Gen David Perkins, the head of the
US Army’s Training and Doctrine Command,
referred to the ‘tyranny of training’ (see p32).
He argued that it needs to be made more
meaningful and more relevant while avoiding
mistakes of the past. He noted that soldiers
should be better prepared by undertaking
relevant home-based instruction before they
carry out large-scale training during
exercises such as those at the US National
Training Center at Fort Irwin in California.
This comes at a time when the US Army
must move away from training for conflicts
similar to those experienced in the past 16
years to a consideration of fighting nearpeer threats.
The USN is also looking to the future
and sees 2020-25 as the time frame
for having a significant portion of its
training assets I-LVC-enabled. This, of
course, is not without its challenges as
industry and the military continue to work
on common standards which will facilitate
successful integration.
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I/ITSEC 2017 REVIEW
Meanwhile, the USAF continues to
pursue its Advanced Pilot Training T-X
programme. The requirement calls for
351 aircraft with an initial operating
capability set for 2024. Considering export
potential, this is a major programme not
just for the airframes but also the groundbased element.
Boeing told MTSN that final bids were
submitted in March 2017 and flight test
data was provided in June. The company,
partnered with Saab, said it will move
manufacturing output for the aircraft to the
US if selected.
CAE used I/ITSEC to promote its T-100
simulator, developed in conjunction with
Leonardo. The company is in partnership
with US-based Leonardo DRS, which will
provide the T-100 aircraft, and Honeywell,
which will supply the F124 turbofan engine
for the platform. CAE will produce the
ground-based training system.
With Boeing, Leonardo and Lockheed
Martin making up the three contenders for
the programme, some stability can now be
seen. It had a bumpy start earlier in 2017
when Raytheon and Leonardo announced
that they would no longer jointly bid for the
programme and Northrop Grumman pulled
out of the process altogether.

The common touch
As previously mentioned, the USAF is
also focused on bringing commonality to
its training systems and will release an
RfP for its Simulator Common Architecture
Requirements and Standards (SCARS) in
April 2018.
A performance work statement
was issued on 8 November and 11
pathfinder contract mods for initial remote
scanning and architectural concepts have
been issued. A final contract award is
expected in FY2019 and will involve the
conversion of up to three systems. Eventually
SCARS will allow for more efficient
sustainment of more than 40 unique
simulator baselines.
Other efforts for the USAF include moving
towards a consolidated F-16 training
portfolio and developing an acquisition
strategy to support infrastructure and F-35
operational testing in the LVC arena.
In addition, the Air Force Research
Laboratory is continuing to work on the
Secure LVC Advanced Training Environment
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The USAF is also focused on bringing
commonality to its training systems.
(SLATE) programme. The SLATE technical
demonstration, in conjunction with Cubic
Global Defense, is now entering its final year
and is able to use podded or internal
components to read and exchange LVC data.

Collaborative effort
This year’s Operation Blended Warrior
(OBW) event, the third of its kind, included
participants from Sweden for the first time,
such as personnel who will take part in the
country’s Viking 2018, a computer-assisted
exercise.
As part of OBW, a partnership between
Sweden, NATO and the US presented its
Viking exercise best practice and future
innovations. The actual event will take
place in April over the course of
two weeks and will involve Brazil,
Bulgaria, Finland, Ireland, Serbia and four
sites in Sweden.
Various new elements will be introduced
during Viking 2018, including its operation
over three domains: the operational,
tactical and field unit levels. This year’s
event will use new Viking coalition
concepts, which have resulted from the
latest outcomes of the NATO training
working groups, NATO Core Sim 2020 and
the US’s Lightweight Combined Operations
Solutions.
Members of industry who will be involved
in Viking 2018 include 4C Strategies, MASA
and Pitch Technologies, all of whom were
present at I/ITSEC 2017. Pitch Technologies
has been responsible for the simulation
infrastructure which is the backbone for the
exercise and OBW. Using open standards
for interoperability and Pitch products, the
company has enabled connections between
different sites in different countries.
MASA showcased its SWORD constructive
training and wargaming solution at I/ITSEC
this year. After four years of training
command staff with the Brazilian Army, the
company announced it would continue to
support Brazil as the nation extends its
contract for the technology.
As well as continuing its use of SWORD,
the Brazilian army has decided to extend the
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deployment of licences chosen to improve its
simulation training offering for its officers.
The renewal of the maintenance contract
has been agreed on an annual basis for the
next five years.
COTER, the Brazilian Army’s
land operations command, which runs
the service’s Command Staff Training
Centre in Santa Maria, was responsible for
the selection process for SWORD. COTER
will take part in the Viking 2018
demonstration by remotely connecting its
COMBATER platform from Brazil to the
simulation scenario organised by the
Swedish Army.

Out with the old
As always new products made big news
at the event. MASA launched the latest
iteration of its SWORD technology, 6.10,
which has integrated a new chat tool
into the system that allows users to
create groups, which can be defined in
both the preparation and gaming phases
of an exercise.
The tool can manage these groups,
allowing or preventing them from sharing
key strategic information. This could
include details of topography, situation
reports, key positions or knowledge about
enemy entities.
Another new technology of note came
from Saab Training Systems, which
introduced its We-Are I-LVC product. This
provides controllers with a 360˚ view of
the battlefield that allows them to
visualise various aspects in real time,
including troops and vehicle movements.
At this time, the future seems bright
for the training and simulation industry,
and its military customers. There are,
of course, challenges that still need to
be addressed regarding common
architectures and the integration of
I-LVC, but I/ITSEC 2017 highlighted
that military leaders are keen to address
these areas in partnership with
industry in order to get the most useful
and cost-effective training methodologies
possible. ■
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DISASTER PREPARATION

Military forces are
increasingly being used to
supplement government
resources to relieve natural
and man-made disasters.
MTSN accompanied the
Canadian Armed Forces,
which is training for this
eventuality, to the town of
Rankin Inlet in Nunavut to
see Operation Nanook 2017
first hand. By Ian Keddie

S

ome 90% of Canada’s population
live within 100 miles of the
US border. This statistic is not all
that impressive until you consider that
from the US border to the most northern
reaches of the country is a distance of
over 4,600km.
The north, made up of the Northwest
Territories, Nunavut and Yukon, accounts
for almost 40% of the country’s total
area but houses less than 1% of the

population, making it one of the least
inhabited places on Earth.
Canada’s military, small relative to its
geographic responsibilities, must operate
in northern regions that have little to no
infrastructure, isolated populations and
an extreme climate. In order to enforce
sovereignty and train for deployments in
the region, the country runs a series of
exercises in the high north.

Thinking ahead
Operation Nanook (ON) began in 2007
as a military exercise but has evolved
into a whole-of-government event that
the services support. Last year
represented the first time that the
operation has been split between two
separate commands and run
simultaneously. Joint Task Force Atlantic
responded to a simulated security
threat in northern Labrador, whilst
Joint Task Force North (JTFN) tackled a
civil emergency in the small town of
Rankin Inlet.
By acting as facilitator, the
military can support local and provincial
services in training for civil

emergencies. This is of paramount
importance for remote populations that
lack the connectivity or infrastructure of
their southern counterparts. Natural
disasters, industrial accidents or even
medical emergencies have huge
implications for small communities in
the region with few resources.
Canada recognises that the threat to
the country’s sovereignty in the north is
low. Even though the Canadian Armed
Forces (CAF) trains to defend the area,
it is a civil emergency that it sees as its
most likely challenge, and that, said
JTFN’s Maj Conrad Schubert, ‘is what
we train for’.
The CAF is in the process of
reorganising the various annual highnorth operations under a single banner.
‘All of these will be Operation Nanook
[and] all CAF routine operations through
the year will be grouped together. This
will incorporate our annual summer
whole-of-government exercise, our
spring high-Arctic sovereignty operation
and Operation Limpid – a year-round
persistent-information-gathering
operation,’ Schubert said.

The RCAF provided a number
of assets for Exercise Nanook,
including CC-138s from 440
Squadron. (Photo: RCAF)

EXPOSURE
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Operational issues
Representatives and assets from
provincial and federal agencies included
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police,
Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC)
and local workers from the Hamlet of
Rankin Inlet.
Throughout ON, assets and manpower
were largely supplied by the CAF, a
presence which was represented in Rankin
Inlet by units from the Arctic Response
Company Group (ARCG) of the 38 Canadian
Brigade Group, 1 Canadian Ranger Patrol
Group and Joint Task Force Support
Component (Logistics), as well as Royal
Canadian Air Force (RCAF) assets.
The airfield in Rankin is large, owing to
the maintenance of a North American
Aerospace Defense Command forward
operating location (FOL), and CAF elements
deployed for ON were based at the FOL
throughout the exercise.
Local authorities came together to work
through the multi-day training exercise, a
scenario focused on a fictional fire aboard
a supply barge alongside the town’s port,
resulting in an explosion at a nearby supply
depot and a chemical plume across the
local area. The simulated event was
designed to create numerous
consequences that would force local
authorities to consider how best to respond.
‘Injuries’ from the explosion
overwhelmed the town’s medical facilities,
smoke from the chemical plume shut

As soon as
you can get a
person to mentally
engage with a problem,
then the simulation is
working.
down the airfield, and locals were found to
be missing amidst an evacuation of the
town. Rankin Inlet mayor, Robert Janes,
explained the importance of this training
to his community. ‘How you respond is the
big thing and the different scenarios when
you’re dealing with chemicals and these
types of things. [It simulates] when you
have to evacuate people and how you
would do it, and the benefits of having this
up front certainly is worth a lot. It’s very
important to us.’
The CAF agreed to help Rankin Inlet
train for a large civil emergency, making
use of the Canadian Army Simulation
Centre’s (CASC’s) experience in developing
scenarios for training such as this. ‘It’s all
about the business of creating an
environment that people believe is real
and that’s always the challenge,’ explained
CASC’s Dave Banks. ‘You’ve got to get
people to stop saying “Yeah, yeah.

Whatever.” As soon as you can get a
person to mentally engage with a problem,
then the simulation is working.’
Rankin Inlet is an industrial hub and has
a nearby mine where even a moderate
emergency could become a major disaster
were it to occur in the middle of winter.
During the exercise, the local hospital
rehearsed triage response after its
12-person capacity became ‘overwhelmed’
in the simulation.
Personnel from the ARCG acted as
casualties for the benefit of local first
responders, giving specific symptoms and
appearing with gruesome special effect
makeup to replicate injuries sustained
from the escalating fire and explosion.
Capt Ted Jackson, JTFN’s surgeon, was
acting as an observer during the civilianled training. ‘The health facility here has a
good disaster plan and they wanted to run
through that, so it’s a great experience for
them,’ he said, going on to highlight what
the exercise offers for the participants.
‘It’s a great experience for the
government here to go through those
disaster, mass casualty scenarios that are
very unlikely but you need to be prepared
for them. They would be quite devastating
if they actually happened, so it’s good
experience for both the civilian side and
from the CAF to get those learning
opportunities and those experiences to
see what can be done better if a disaster
like this were to happen in real life.’

Medical groundwork
CAF troops regularly patrolled
with their Canadian Ranger
colleagues. (Photo: author)
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The federal government also made use of
ON to test out preparedness for dealing
with medical emergencies. A special unit
within the PHAC maintains a series of
stored medical supplies and equipment
known as the National Emergency
Strategic Stockpile (NESS). A team flew a
NESS mini-clinic to Rankin Inlet to
demonstrate the capability, marking the
first time that such assets have deployed
to Nunavut.
Tammy Delaney-Plugowsky, the chief of
the NESS in the Centre for Emergency
Preparedness and Response (CEPR) at
PHAC was on site with her team to show a
NESS set-up in a local community hall. As
an emergency asset, there are six NESS
sites across Canada, which gives the CEPR
a fast response time.
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opportunity for them to work with the
ARCG. ‘Op Nanook has been an excellent
exercise for testing our capabilities as the
ARCG. We’ve had survival training, which
was great, [and the] rangers really have
taught us a lot about the landscape:
foraging; how to build fires; and all those
sort of things, so I think it’s been a great
experience for all involved,’ said Senchuk.

Beyond the norm

A map of northern Canada, showing
Nanavut in red. (Map: Canadian DND)

‘Depending on how many people you
have to deploy it, it can take anywhere
from two to eight hours to set up. The idea
is to have it fully deployed within 24 hours
and have it set up within the 12-hour
period after it’s landed,’ she told MTSN.
Bringing elements such as NESS to work
alongside provincial authorities, local first
responders, and CAF assets is a good
example of the kind of training and
interoperability that ON engenders among
the many participants.
‘Remember that the emergency
management process in Canada is local,
provincial, territorial and then federal, so by
the time they’ve come to us they already
have had some dealings with the emergency
so we have usually a bit of time to get
organised,’ Delaney-Plugowsky explained.
‘The trigger is a formal request from our
provincial territorial emergency management
sector or directors. We don’t move until
they’ve asked for the assistance.’
ARCG elements were tasked to provide
support to the civilian authorities as part
of the exercise. In the midst of the
escalating simulated fire and medical
emergencies, the scenario called for a
simulated evacuation of parts of the
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settlement and led to a search and rescue
(SAR) situation where a local family was
suspected of being lost in the tundra
outside of town.
MCpl Marko Senchuk, section
commander of 1 Platoon, ARCG, led a
diverse SAR team as part of the scenario.
‘We worked with the Canadian Rangers,
moved as sections and worked under the
direction of the local SAR,’ he said.

Community spirit
The Canadian Rangers is a force almost
unique to Canada, being made up of people
from local communities in the high north. In
Nunavut, these are predominantly Inuit
people, who offer invaluable experience
and knowledge of living in the harsh Arctic.
‘We don’t do very much search and
rescue because Rankin Inlet already has a
search and rescue office with volunteers,
but a lot of other communities around
here don’t have a natural search and
rescue committee, so the rangers do get
called out,’ said Herbert Schorer, a local
Canadian Rangers sergeant.
Training with the Canadian Rangers is
an important aspect of the operation for
regular CAF personnel as it is a rare

For the military, ON goes beyond individual
training evolutions. ARCG is proving a
capability to deploy and sustain operations
in the high north and work with the
Canadian Rangers and civilian
organisations. Learning to cooperate and
assist civilian partners is crucial in order to
operate effectively in such remote areas.
The vastness of Canada’s north
presents a challenge all of its own for the
CAF, as well as for civilian authorities, but
the challenges of climate and lack of
infrastructure, as well as the nature of
industries such as mining, fishing or
shipping, all present the very real
possibility of a civil emergency or disaster
in the north that, at some stage, may need
to be addressed.
The training ON provided to military and
civilian participants would otherwise be
impossible for a remote community like
Rankin Inlet. The military can offer a great
range of capabilities, but it will depend on
local experience to direct or utilise these in
an emergency situation.
By bringing so many participants to one
place, ON provided unique lessons for
everyone involved, as well as creating a
greater understanding of other
organisations’ roles and responsibilities.
‘It’s a benefit to have these people
because their skills and abilities are very
much appreciated,’ said Janes. ‘It’s
something we don’t have internally with
our own community and it gives us an
opportunity to learn from them and, also,
they’re very good people.’
As ON moves into its second decade, it
will take on a larger role as Canada’s
ongoing high-north operation, and will
likely grow to involve additional national
and international participants. This is
particularly important as economic
development increases and the region’s
climate alters. ■
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INTERVIEW

Following his keynote address at I/ITSEC 2017, Gen David G
Perkins, Commanding General of US Army Training and Doctrine
Command, spoke with Scott R Gourley about the issues that can
arise from setting the bar of training and associated overheads
too high in an effort to strive for perfection.

The tyranny of training

S

peaking to MTSN, Perkins outlined
the training environment when he
first entered the US Army, noting
the release of the service’s AirLand Battle
doctrine and the establishment of its CTCs
– beginning with the National Training
Center (NTC) at Fort Irwin, California – and
their roles as ‘a forcing function to drive
change into the army’.

if you plug this in and do this, actually I
can run it all from my laptop here.”
‘So, out at the NTC they have what we
call the “Star Wars building” [where
participating units are tracked], but
basically this sergeant now had some of
that same capability that we have there,
and he was just flicking between different
overlays on his laptop,’ Perkins said.

All or nothing

Being good enough

Citing myriad contributions of the NTC to
combined arms operations, Perkins
acknowledged that the brigade rotations
were limited to once every two years with
associated expenses and overheads.
‘What happened was we started to sort
of replicate that at a unit’s home station,’
he said. ‘And it would almost be “the
tyranny of training” because as the
overhead of CTC training became so large,
unless you could do it to that scale you
wouldn’t do any of it.’
He said the result was that much of the
home station training became infrequent,
with fewer training repetitions taking place.
‘The CTCs are great venues, and I grew
up with them and have benefitted from
them to this day,’ he told MTSN. ‘I think
the next training revolution is going to
involve bringing high fidelity and high
repetition training to home stations.
‘But it’s got to be done in a sustainable
manner,’ he quickly added. ‘For example,
we sort of did a pilot training programme
down at Fort Hood. And initially, we had
many different contractors with many
different systems [to track and monitor]
various things. There was a young
sergeant who had a laptop who said,
“You know sir, we’ve got this system that
does this and this and this. But actually,

He noted that the NTC pilot project did not
have instrumentation for participating
Black Hawk helicopters. ‘On the ground,
soldiers and vehicles had instrumentation,
but we hadn’t bought the kit for the
[helicopters] yet. It was very expensive.
And part of all of this is that perfect can be
the enemy of good enough, and that adds
to the tyranny of training.’
Perkins said that the sergeant had
found a simple way around that lack of
instrumentation. ‘He said, “I took the
personnel harness, which had a GPS
locator, and just threw one in the back
of the helicopter so I could track it.”’
Perkins continued: ‘And that was
actually good enough. I could see where
the Black Hawks and airmobile [elements]
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It’s as much of a mindset as it is a
technology. You’re not going to get
any more people. This is what you’ve got;
figure out how you can adapt it and innovate
to cover your training objective.
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were positioned. And that was good
enough fidelity for the after-action review.
‘So, rather than coming up with a whole
new programme of record for Black Hawk
instrumentation, this sergeant tracked
it on the same laptop used to track the
other dismounts,’ he said. ‘So it’s as
much of a mindset as it is a technology.
You’re not going to get any more people.
This is what you’ve got; figure out how you
can adapt it and innovate to cover your
training objective.
‘Part of it is a mindset where some
might say, “Unless I have this exquisite
level of fidelity, unless I have multiple
observer/controller augmentees, unless
I have opposing force augmentees, then
the training is not worth doing.”
‘So that’s become part of the tyranny of
training I’ve seen throughout my career,
that we set the bar so high, with the cost
of overheads, that we say, unless we can
do it at that level it’s not worth doing.’
He concluded: ‘You know what the result
of that mindset is? That you just don’t do
it. You just don’t train at all, versus, “You
know what? One hundred repetitions of
good enough training is better than one
repetition of a perfect solution.”’
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APPROVED MILITARY HELICOPTER FLYING TRAINING

UK MAA CFAOS 0018

HeliOperations is currently training German Navy SAR
pilots (Captain & Co pilot), SAR Crewmen, Winch
Operators & Winchman/Rescueman.

Military Training Using:
Ex Military Instructors
Military Helicopters
Military Techniques

HeliOperations’ base, adjacent to
Portland Harbour, provides the perfect
location for SAR and maritime aviation
training and immediate access to the
UK’s military Low Flying System (LFS).

Best practice Military/Civilian
Safety Standards

MOD APPROVED TRAINING FACILITIES
HeliOperations owns and operates the former Portland SAR
base and hangar which provides the perfect facility for
ﬂying training and maintenance. The site is operated to all
Military and Civilian regulatory standards.

Dedicated Training &
Engineering Facilities:
Private Helicopter Runway

Brieﬁng Facilities

Bespoke Hangar

Training Facilities

Access to Military Training Areas

Coastal Location

Classrooms

Student Accommodation

EUROPEAN MILITARY AVIATION TRAINING
HeliOperations can deliver an innovative, bespoke and ﬂexible
answer to your military aviation training requirements using
experienced and highly qualiﬁed UK-trained QFIs and QRIs.

Bespoke Aviation Training Solutions:
UK best practise and UK qualiﬁed
QHI & QRIs
Flexibility, reliability and compliance
Simulator and continuation training
Aircraft types to ﬁt your requirements

HeliOperations’ unique
location, providing quick access
to the UK’s military Sea and
Land training areas and Low
Flying System, is omplemented
by outstanding simulator
access and continuation
training on aircraft types to
ﬁt your particular need.

HeliOperations HeliPort, Osprey Quay, Portland, Dorset DT51BL
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Which company
is focused on
being your global
training partner
of choice?

We are.
CAE has been delivering training innovation for more than 70 years now. We are one of the world’s most
experienced and focused training specialists, as evidenced by the company training more than 120,000 civil
and defence crewmembers every year. We are a world-class training systems integrator adept at creating
long-term partnerships with our military customers and original equipment manufacturers to help ensure
safety, efficiency and mission readiness.

milsim@cae.com

@CAE_Defence

CAE

cae.com

Your worldwide
training partner
of choice
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